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Now Buddy Rich has matching drum heads. Ludwig created them, Groovers™. The only drum heads designed specifically for jazz. Groovers have lots of response and lots of resonance. They give you a sensitive tonal sound at all dynamic levels, even when you’re playing softly with brushes.

Groovers won’t pull out. A patented mechanical interlock system, called Headlock™, permanently locks each head in place. Plus, temperature changes and other weather conditions won’t weaken or change the pitch of the head. For jazz, play Groovers. Buddy Rich does. Find your head at your Ludwig Dealer.

"At last, matching heads."
—Buddy Rich
It's no secret that MD's growth over the past two years has progressed at an exceptional rate. We think that fact has been exemplified in the pages of the magazine itself. Also related to the growth trend we've experienced is the matter of our home office facilities which we've managed to outgrow much sooner than we had anticipated. There's no denying that growth brings change, a change that will occur for the entire MD staff in the near future with a move to a more modern 5,000 square foot facility only a mere ten minutes from our present location. Our new set up will accommodate all in-house operations and provide plush, private offices for key staff members. A dedicated group, who've managed to consistently produce despite the limiting situation we've lived with since the work load increased beyond what we ever imagined possible. Our new office will also afford room for growth projected over the next several years. Our thanks to all for making this move possible.

I'm glad to report the response to the Reader's Poll has been phenomenal. Ballots have been coming in in droves, and we're delighted so many of you have taken such a great interest in the poll. Look for the exciting results in the May issue.

The College Percussion Directory, researched and compiled by MD's Harold Howland, is being presented after much reader request. Young drummers considering the "halls of ivy" route will find the directory a concise guide to what's available in percussion and where. Be sure to contact the admissions office directly for a descriptive catalog.

continued on page 37
Before they hit the charts, they hit Slingerland.

Phil Ehart
Kansas

Joe Stefko
Meat Loaf

Slingerland
6633 N. Milwaukee Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648
Congratulations on a great magazine. As drummers here in Australia are probably not as fortunate as our American counterparts in terms of drum clinics, teachers, musicians, etc., I know I speak for many fellow drummers in saying, 'thank you MD and keep up the good work!'

J.F. MORRIS
W. AUSTRALIA

I have enjoyed my first year of receiving Modern Drummer and have gained valuable information from its columns and features. I have advanced more in this past year than in the five years before. I hope you will continue to publish such a fine journalistic endeavor for years to come.

ROD WALKER
COLUMBIA, SC

It’s a long time overdue but it was great to see that someone finally thought of a magazine for drummers only. Your format is excellent as you cover all types of drumming. I especially like your drum equipment reports and the names drummers you interview.

WILLIAM FRAZIER
ALTUS, OK

In the near future, I hope to see an article on Stanley Spector probably the world’s greatest drumming authority. Also, an article on the poor quality of drum sticks available to drummers today would be helpful.

ANTHONY ARFI
ASTORIA, NY

I would like to see you expand into contemporary percussion such as steel drums, Chinese, Japanese and Indian drums and even the exotic percussion instruments. Also, I think the percussive work of Phil Collins with Genesis and Brand X is very good. He is a great musician.

GREG MOORE
BOWDON, GA

I just attended a Les DeMerle clinic. All I can say is wow! Everyone who attended left the clinic in shock over Les’ incredible drumming ability. I have been watching drummers the last 30 years and have never been so impressed! There is nothing he can’t do. Les DeMerle is the technician’s technician.

TONY MAGNO
BROOKLYN, NY

Could you do an interview with a couple of amazingly underrated drummers, including Charlie Persip, Levon Helm (I’m particularly interested in that old Salvation Army looking kit that Levon uses). Among the contemporary guys, Jim Keltner and Bobby Colomby should be particularly interesting.

BRUCE MORLEY
AUCKLAND, NZ

I have been a fan of Modern Drummer since it started appearing at my faithful drum dealership over a year and a half ago. You should be quite proud of the magazine. Each issue tops the previous one by a wide margin. The interview with Steve Gadd has got to be one of the best features of the magazine’s history.

PAUL PRIOR
SADDLE RIVER, NJ

I have been a fan of Modern Drummer since it started appearing at my faithful drum dealership over a year and a half ago. You should be quite proud of the magazine. Each issue tops the previous one by a wide margin. The interview with Steve Gadd has got to be one of the best features of the magazine’s history.

PAUL PRIOR
SADDLE RIVER, NJ

Just wanted to say thanks for an excellent magazine. Its the first subscription to any magazine I’ve ever bought. Finally, after listening to the heavies and trying to guess what kind of equipment they use, one can find out through the excellent interviews you do.

PAUL JEFFREY
SAN DIEGO, CA

The interview with Bill Bruford in the January-February issue was great. If Modern Drummer could get their hands on percussionists Jamie Muir and Morris Pert, they will be the most interesting interview subjects since Bill Bruford.

WALTER SPANO
BRONX, NY

Someday, I hope your magazine will deal with the problems of the alienated, self-trained musician. No one cares what you do, all that matters is lightning sight reading. You can figure out written music, you can figure out technical problems like sticking, tones, and emotional problems like musical humility. But, while everyone else is methodically stamped out a musician by our institutions, my ear continues to develop. I love school and anything I can learn, but I will not throw away my years of self-study to have drum figures cram my throat.

FRED FORBING
FORT WAYNE, IN

I consider myself lucky to have been working in the Winnipeg area when the Percussive Arts Society held their Percussion Week 78 in Winnipeg. The highlights of the week long clinic were Carmine Appice, Ed Shaughnessy, Billy Cobham and Louie Bellson. Billy and Louie capped off the week with an explosive concert backed by the University of Manitoba’s Jazz Ensemble. I must commend Owen Clarke (P.A.S. Canadian President) and the people who worked so hard to make Percussion Week 78 a treat for many Canadian and American percussionists.

GERALD JONES
HIGH POINT, N.C.
DAVID GARIBALDI TALKS ABOUT CONCERT PERFORMING AND ROGERS.

'One important key to the success of our group, Tower of Power' is our emphasis on duplicating in live concert the sounds we get on our records. I mean, we try not to put something down on record—with special effects and special equipment—that would be impossible to duplicate in the typical large auditorium we play.

Trying to duplicate our studio sound in live concert can really be demanding. First of all, when you perform in open-air stadiums or big arenas, you can't really hear how you sound or how it fits into the total sound of the group. It's a special kind of challenge to play music in a place that was meant for basketball. There are just too many other outside noises and distractions.

David Garibaldi has played with "Tower of Power" since 1970. He has also worked in concert and on recordings with such artists as Boz Scaggs, The Carpenters, Natalie Cole, Jermaine Jackson and a host of other world renowned musicians.
The key is to be confident and to have the right mental attitude which allows me to play relaxed and naturally. My live performances must be honest to the original music...then I can give the audience a fresh and energetic concert every night.

Of course, your equipment also has a lot to do with your mental attitude and what the audience hears. And that's one of the reasons I use Rogers. Their drums are known for quality sound. You don't have to mess with the set to make it sound good.

For instance, I use two-headed drums in my outfit with just a little bit of external muffling. I tune both the top and bottom heads to the same basic pitch. With both heads resonating and working together, I get a full, warm sound.

Again, tuning is a big advantage of Rogers. Their drums are made round and they stay round—even after being abused on the road. Because of that quality, I find they are easier to tune. MemriLoc hardware is another great thing about Rogers. It's dynamite for a musician like me who keeps traveling from concert to concert. Once I get everything the way I like it, the drums and cymbals quickly set up exactly the same way for every performance.

With Rogers, I can get just the right sound and set-up, night after night...under just about all kinds of conditions. And when I have confidence in my equipment, the distractions of a big arena are always less of a problem."

"IT'S A SPECIAL KIND OF CHALLENGE TO PLAY MUSIC IN A PLACE THAT WAS MEANT FOR BASKETBALL."
—DAVID GARIBALDI
Drummer-Author-Clinician Jim Piekarczyk has studied percussion at DePaul University in Chicago and Indiana University, and has studied with George Gaber, Roy Knapp and Bob Tilles. He's performed with the U.S.O. Army band and numerous performers including Sergio Franchi, Merle Haggard, Mimi Hines, Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope and Clark Terry. Jim currently heads the Percussion Program at Thornton College in Illinois and maintains a busy performing and teaching schedule in the Chicago area.

Q. Is there anything I can do to change the tone of my 20" medium ride Zildjian cymbal, to a heavy thick ride sound?  
R.I. CHARLESTOWN, MA.
A. Try placing a piece of masking tape 6" to 8" in length on the bottom side from the edge of the cymbal toward the bell. This will flatten the sound and cut down unnecessary overtones. However, when you're in the market for new cymbals, try a Zildjian 20" Rock Ride for a strong bell and thick dynamic ride beat.

Q. Would you recommend using metal sticks or 3-S wood sticks for practicing? Would it be beneficial for stick control?  
E.M. NEW YORK, NY.
A. I would recommend the same weight and type stick for both practicing and on the job playing. A metal stick can damage the muscles instead of help them. If you want to really get your "chops" together, try practicing all your stick control exercises with brushes. Experiment with various makes and models of sticks, brushes and mallets until you hit upon the one which meets your needs.

Q. I've expanded my set to 12, 13, 14, & 16 inch toms. I can't get the ring out of the 16" floor tom. I do not use mufflers. Any suggestions?  
P.K. SAN DIEGO, CA.
A. First off, I would like to suggest new heads. Use a Remo Diplomat transparent on the bottom and a Remo Ambassador on top. Tune the bottom head looser than the top head, to cut down the vibrations. Keep in mind that the larger the drum, the looser the tuning.

Q. I'm a road musician and don't have time to study with a teacher. Is there a teaching method available that can help teach me to read?  
R.O. NEWCASTLE, PA.
A. Though the guidance of a competent teacher is highly recommended, I cannot cancel out the possibility of learning on your own. I would like to suggest a book entitled, The Logical Approach to Snare Drum, by Phil Perkins. It also might be a good idea to make contact with several private teachers in the cities you're performing in. One or two lessons to check your progress would be helpful. Last, but most important, discipline yourself to a regularly scheduled practice routine.

Q. Recently, I purchased a Ludwig snare drum 5 1/4 X 14 that is 100 years old and a 60 year old Ludwig wood snare, 6 1/2 X 14. Can you tell me how much these drums are worth?  
L.S. Utica, NY.
A. It is difficult to determine the worth of your drums without knowing the precise year they were manufactured and the current condition of the drums. One of the nation's leading experts in vintage drum equipment is Charlie Donnelly, c/o Charlie Donnelly's Drum Center, 7 East Cedar Street, Newington, CT 06111. We suggest you contact Mr. Donnelly for further assistance. Read on to our From the Past series which features vintage equipment from Mr. Donnelly's private collection.

Q. Would you recommend using brushes for solos?  
K.M. IDAHO FALLS, ID.
A. Definitely. Some marvelous effects can be achieved with brushes offering an additional tonal element to one's soloing. Practicing solos with brushes can also aid in building technique. Since there is a limited rebound, the stroke must be made without the aid of the bounce which increases control and endurance.

Q. Why do so many drummers use dynamic mikes? What is the disadvantage of the condenser mike?  
R.M. NEWARK, DE.
A. Dynamic and condenser mikes are good for miking drums. Keep in mind that the condenser mike has a stronger electrical signal and a wider frequency response and will distort sooner than the dynamic. Dynamic mikes are also less expensive, which is an important factor when one is considering the purchase of seven or eight mikes.

Q. Would the use of headphones on the job help me to hear the vocals and music clearer?  
C.T. NORTHLAND, NZ.
A. You might try using headphones if the band is fully miked and a sound man is controlling the mix at all times. I would suggest practicing with records and headphones first to make the initial adjustment. Drummer Danny Seraphine of Chicago, used headphones on the early concert tours. If it works for you, use them.

Q. Can you tell me where to write for information on a line of drums called CB-700?  
G.L. CHICAGO, IL.
A. Further information on the CB-700 line is available from Coast Wholesale Music, 200 Industrial Way, San Carlos, CA 94070.
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JAZZ at FIVE TOWNS COLLEGE

Take courses in many areas to earn a college degree at FIVE TOWNS COLLEGE

ALL teachers are professionals in the field and tuition is only $79.00 per credit
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A SEQUENCER FOR YOUR SYNARE 3.

If you thought your Synare 3 electronic drum could do everything but fly solo, wait 'til you hear it connected to your new Synare 3 sequencer. Not only can you sound like anything from a conga to a thunderclap, now you can provide your own background rhythm on your Synare drums and go live right over it on the same Synares! That's because the Synare 3 drum and sequencer combination forms a truly polyphonic system: Any drum can be played while the sequencer is in use, allowing over-dubbing the sequence and adding accents or polyrhythms right on stage.

The easy-to-use Synare 3 sequencer is capable of memorizing from one to four, 32-note sequences of up to 10-seconds duration each. These sequences are played directly into the sequencer by hand, stick, or mallet, while the system memorizes the intervals between notes, the rhythm, the dynamics of each hit, and which of up to four Synare 3 drums was hit. Sequences can be combined and a variable tempo selected on playback.

At $350, the sequencer is a super bargain. And matched with up to four Synare 3's at $225 each, you've got yourself unbelievable percussion power.

Ask your music dealer for the Synare 3 sequencer. You won't believe your ears! Or write today for more information.

STAR INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. MD
P.O. Box 145
Stafford Springs, CT 06076
(203) 884-4258
Most gold records are made with our bronze.

The best cymbal sounds in your record collection are made on Zildjian.

The super-greats, the near-greats, the future-greats—they all choose Zildjian over all other makes combined.

They choose Zildjian for the same reason the top percussionists in every field have always chosen Zildjian: Zildjian’s unmatched cutting power. It’s the result of hand craftsmanship and a special alloy that’s been a Zildjian family secret for 355 years.

So when you choose cymbals, choose the cymbals they use to make gold.

Avedis Zildjian Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623
Longwater Drive, Norwell, Mass. 02061, USA
Phil Collins' muscular arms are flowing as his hands snap out the illusive 6/8 beat. The music swells around and through him while his piercing eyes look inward, directing his movements. Collins is an impressive player, obviously committed to his craft.

Collins has been the percussive power behind the progressive rock band Genesis for eight years. His smooth, earthy style reflects jazz as well as rock influences.

The last two years have seen Phil's role in the band expand to include leading. He's also moving into new areas of musical expression founding an exciting fusion band called Brand X.

When neither of those bands are occupying his time, he fills in with session work. "Last year was an amazing year for albums," he says. "I did about 15 albums with different people which keeps my chops up."

This year's Genesis tour finds Phil playing drums only a quarter of the time the band is on stage. Their newer material requires Collins to sing most of the time, and he won't sing from behind the kit. I asked him how he felt about that situation.

"It's a bit frustrating, but I do get a chance to play on some of the more interesting pieces. There's a couple of instances when Chester (Thompson, guest drummer with the band) and I play together which is very strong. I'm quite happy to play with two drummers because I think that's an experience in itself— trying to get that happening."

In 1976, Genesis' touring band included Bill Bruford on percussion. The interplay between Collins and Bruford did not seem to be as cohesive as with Thompson.

Phil agreed. "Chester and I compliment each other better. I think that's basically because Bill is one of those players who plays himself. If Bill's playing something, once he's done it two or three times, he'll play something else. I'd do a fill where I would usually do a fill. He would, just by chance, do one as well, and so it goes completely haywire for four bars. With Chester, we're both more aware of each other, I think."

Collins feels that drumming is a lot easier for him than singing. Playing is second nature. "When you're playing with a band, from behind the drums it really sounds like it's all happening. When you get in front of the kit, it sounds very different. The group doesn't sound as beefy. It was strange at first to sing with that sound. You find you're listening to it rather than being a part of it."

In the studio, Phil mikes all his drums separately. "On stage that gets a bit out of hand. The bass drum is miked individually. There's one mike for the snare drum and hi-hat, one mike for each pair of toms-toms, and a couple of overhead mikes to pick up the cymbals."

"Live, I prefer to have more control which having fewer mikes gives me. When you're dealing with 40 channels of music at one time at a gig, your fourth tomtom might be out of balance with the rest of the kit. That's not the kind of thing the sound engineer can pick up on in a concert. In theory, I would like to have two overhead mikes that are turned up and I just play. Then I'd know that whatever balance I'm putting out, he's getting.

"I love to play small gigs where the audience hears you, and not the system. When you're playing in 20,000 seat auditoriums, you have no alternative. What you do is almost inaudible. It's just whatever comes out of those speakers."

I asked Phil how he achieved his bright, crisp studio sound. "I don't dampen any drum. That's the big difference between me and a lot of other players. If I had my way, I would record the bass drum a couple of times with the skin on because I think it alters the sound."

"I do tend to tune the drums a lot tighter. In the studio, I used Premier concert toms on the last two albums with the heads very tight, and the bottom ones quite flappy.

"There's a tendency on stage, to tune the drums so they sound good from where the drummer is — a loose sound which doesn't project through a sound system if you've got a loud band. I tune everything tight because it really cuts through and is more melodic that way."

Phil's current set comprises Premier 22" X 14" bass and 8", 10", 12", 13", 14", 15", 16" and 18" concert toms. His cymbals are all Avedis Zildjian — 14" New Beat hi-hats, two 22" Chinese sizzles, a 22" heavy ride and 18", 16" and 14" Brilliant crashes. His hardware is Premier and heads are Remo. He uses Phil Collins sticks which are made for him by Professional Percussion in New York. He also plays Premier.

"Photos by Paul Jonason"
25" and 28" tympani, Asba congas, Slingerland timbales and Remo Roto-Toms.

"I've got four snares, one for each occasion. I've got a Ludwig Type 400 orchestral snare drum which I use most of the time because it's sharp and has some depth.

"With snare sounds in the studio, I just go for whatever sound the song needs. It usually ends up that I don't dampen at all."

"I think in America when you're a studio musician, time is of the essence. With so much music being made so quickly, it has to be there straight away. The person will have a snare drum sound that he got from the last session where a cigarette pack was taped on and all the nut bolts are finger tight. It will sound like what everyone thinks a snare drum should sound like. Everything's done for convenience.

"I did a session with Robert Fripp in New York with a live kit, and the guy ended up liking it because it was different."

Collins feels his versatility is a positive factor in his playing. 'I've made sure that I didn't get trapped in any one particular area," he says.

"One of the reasons I started Brand X was because there was a certain side of me that wasn't coming out in Genesis. Because I did Brand X, it made me want to do Genesis. The sessions fit in between."

"In Genesis, there are a lot of things that demand heavy playing, and a lot where you have to be light.

"We play a lot of different styles. We play a few things in time, almost fusion music. At the other end of the scale, we play very straight, almost Elton John songs. I don't want to play on one like I would on another. I prefer to play what is right for the song, as opposed to playing what's me, because I don't know what is me."

Brand X have been touring England and the U.S., and have been relying on guest drummers to sit in for the missing Phil. Collins' status with the band at present is, "Father figure, I suppose. I'm kind of in the group, but I'm not playing with them. It's a weird situation that developed.

"When the group started, it was a fun thing, although we were all dead serious about it. We could only do it when I wasn't playing with Genesis.

"The original idea was for me to do the recording and for them to do the touring. Now they're getting well known and have to tour. They can't find a drummer that's prepared to tour without recording. So I've stood out of this next record they're making. They're going to get Chuck Burghi who used to play with Al DiMeola.

"We have this unwritten understanding that if ever I want to come back, which I do, then the gig's mine. It's just a question of waiting and hoping that they'll keep together long enough for my situation to develop so I can do whatever I want as well.

"I think next year I'd like to tour with them. It's one of my ambitions to tour the States with them."

"I think this means Genesis' tour schedule will be lighter next year?

"It'll slow down a bit. That's not to say it will stop, but we've been touring constantly for the last eight years. I think we'll definitely record and play some dates, but it won't be month on month like it is this year."

"Is it more difficult playing in a band such as Genesis whose sound is so textured as opposed to Brand X where the playing is freer?

"With Genesis, you're aiming for a specific mood. I don't really find that much difference. Brand X is more of a playing band, whereas Genesis is more of a composition band."

Mentioning his fluid playing style, Collins is amazed. "I always think I look very awkward," he says.

"I look at Bruford and he's got a great stance, the way he sits. It's just that some people look as if they have authority. I sit there slouched, I've got very bad positioning, and being left-handed always looks a bit weird.

"Some drummers sit up dead toward the front and all the tom-toms are set up in the usual way. I tend to sit more diagonally. I don't like the way I look — it's a bit odd.

"I very rarely see myself on TV or something, but when we made a film, I remember looking. The arm movements are fluid, but at the same time, it's a bit awkward."

Phil obviously stays in good shape. He confirms this. "There's a first division football team in London called Queen's Park Rangers. I go training with the chief..."
"I LOVE TO PLAY SMALL GIGS WHERE THE AUDIENCE HEARS YOU, AND NOT THE SYSTEM. WHEN YOU'RE PLAYING IN 20,000 SEAT AUDITORIUMS, YOU HAVE NO ALTERNATIVE. WHAT YOU DO IS ALMOST INAUDIBLE. IT'S JUST WHATEVER COMES OUT OF THOSE SPEAKERS."

executive. Prior to rehearsing and touring, we work at least twice a week running, sprinting and jogging. I make sure I do 35 pressups a day.

"You have to approach it like a sport because 2 1/2 hours on stage is quite a long time for continuous energy, especially when you're playing with Chester."

What about diet?

"I do watch what I eat here. Americans are much more diet conscious than we are in England. I think that's because of the amount of junk that's about. At home, I mostly eat home-cooked food."

Phil taught himself to play drums at an early age. "I was playing from the age of six along with records. That's how I taught myself. When I was about 15, I went to learn to read from Lloyd Ryan in London, and I stayed with him for about a year. I learned the basic rudiments, then I stopped.

"I went back to Frank King when I was about 17. I was with him for a couple of years. I liked the way he taught. He taught a lot of people — Brian Bennett of the Shadows, Bobby Elliott of the Hollies and Bruford went to him for a while.

"I never really came to grips with the music. I should have stuck with it. I've always felt that if I could hum it, I could play it. For me, that was good enough, but that attitude is bad.

"To me, there are two types of players. You have Tony Williams who obviously just sat down and started playing and liked it. Then there's Carl Palmer who was taught and it shows. That is the basic difference — one is an intuitive player and the other is taught. Because of that kind of difference, I've always shied away from being taught.

"I'd love to be able to sit down and read music. I can bust through chords on a piano, but it would take me a long time to read a chart.

"Rudiments I found very, very helpful — much more helpful than anything else because they're used all the time. In any kind of funk or jazz drumming, the rudiments are always there."

I asked Phil how his playing had changed over the years. "Hopefully, I've gotten better at leaving out things and not overplaying. In the early days of Genesis I was trying to put everything into everything.

"Cobham was a very early influence, and I tried to play like him on tunes that didn't need to be played like that. Now, I'm quite happy to leave blank space where everyone thinks there is going to be a fill. I get quite a kick out of that."

Phil felt a bit disillusioned when he saw one of his favorite drummers recently. It seems his hero spent too much time displaying great licks and not enough time playing along with the rest of the band.

"Says Phil, "It was so staggering, but at the same time, it wasn't totally right for the music. I think that makes a difference — the immature from the mature players."

What does Collins think of soloing? "I wish I could solo better. The only times I've ever soloed was when the equipment broke down and I was stuck for something to do. Then you just start getting somewhere when the equipment comes back on and suddenly everyone joins in and you haven't had a chance to do anything. I don't think I'm a very good soloist anyway. I can't remember ever listening to a solo back."

"I used to do a solo with Brand X which was good. It was more like an extended fill. There was a sustained chord instrument playing to add a melodic edge to it.

"I'm much more into that. I much prefer freer playing with other people and trying to solo in that context.

"It's very easy to do what an audience wants, you see. When rock drummers do solos they tend to be very boring. I've always felt drums should be melodic. Even when playing very simple stuff, there should be some kind of melodic approach to them."

"There seems to be this big either/or situation. You either play very fast ticky-tacky jazz, or you play really straight ahead. To me, to be a drummer, one

continued on p. 54
Listed below are schools in the United States which offer degrees in music and whose curriculum includes percussion as a fundamental area of study. Schools are listed alphabetically according to the postal abbreviation of each state name. The following information is given for each school:

Address, including music department telephone number. Where furnished, "X" means extension.
Name of chairman of music department or dean of school.
Highest degree of chairman or dean appears in parentheses following name, using the following abbreviations: (B) Bachelor’s, (M) Master’s, (D) Doctorate, (DIP) Diploma.

Percussion related subjects included in curriculum are number coded in the list below. After the chairman's name and degree a number appears. Refer back to the list and find the subject the number pertains to.

Subject Code List
1. Jazz Ensemble
2. Percussion Ensemble
3. Percussion
4. Stage Band
5. USA (Folk and Pop)
6. Jazz Studies

*Please note that schools are constantly changing and refining their course offerings. This directory is meant to guide you in contacting those schools that recognize and offer percussion studies to their students.

**DIRECTORY FOR THE COLLEGE BOUND PERCUSSIONIST**

compiled by Harold Howland

---

**ALABAMA**

ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Montgomery, AL 36101 205/262-3581 X268
Dean (Prof) Simmons, Otis D (D) 3.

ALABAMA, UNIVERSITY OF
Box 2886
University, AL 35486 205/348-7110
Chmn (Prof) Sheley, Wayne M (D) 2, 3.

AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Auburn, AL 36830 205/826-4164
Chmn Hinton, Wilbur (D) 3.

MONTEVALLO, UNIVERSITY OF
Montevallo, AL 35115 205/665-2521 X278
Dean (Prof) Stewart, John W (D) 3.

**SOUTH ALABAMA, UNIVERSITY OF**
Mobile, AL 36688 205/460-6136
Chmn Wermuth, Robert F (D) 2, 3.

**ARIZONA**

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tempe, AZ 85281 602/965-3371
Prof Britton, Mervin W (M) 3.

ARIZONA, UNIVERSITY OF
Tucson, AZ 85721 602/884-1655
Dir (Prof) Werner, Robert J (D) 3.

**ARKANSAS**

ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
State University, AR 72467 501/972-2094
Dean Copenhaver, Harold (D) 3.

ARKANSAS, UNIVERSITY OF
Fayetteville, AR 72701 501/575-4701
Chmn (Prof) Widder, Roger H (M) 2, 3.

**CALIFORNIA**

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF THE ARTS
24700 McBean Pkwy
Valencia, CA 91355 805/255-1050
Dean England, Nicholas (D) 2, 3.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
25800 Carlos Bee Blvd
Hayward, CA 94542 415/881-3135
Chmn (Prof) Gove, Allen C (M) 2, 3.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Long Beach, CA 90840 213/498-4781
Chmn (Prof) Daniel, Gerald (D) 2, 3.

---
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COLORADO

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
5151 State University Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90032 213/224-3448
Chmn (Prof) Hubbard, Charles M (M) 3.

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
1811 Nordhoff St
Northridge, CA 91324 213/885-3184
Dean (Prof) Heidseik, Ralph (D) 1, 2, 3.

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
6000 Jay St
Sacramento, CA 95819 916/454-6514
Assoc Dean (Prof) Adams, Lorna (D) 3.

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Francisco, CA 94132 415/469-1431
Chmn (Prof) Rasmussen, Warren (D) 3.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
125 S 7th St
San Jose, CA 95192 408/277-2000
Chmn (Prof) Crocker, Richard L (D) 3.

COLORADO, UNIVERSITY OF
405 Hilgard Av
Los Angeles, CA 90024 213/825-4761
Dean (Prof) Bohrnstedt, Wayne (D) 3.

CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCHOOL
Claremont, CA 91711 714/626-8511 X3694
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Gollner, Marie L (D) 3.

PACIFIC, UNIVERSITY OF THE
Stockton, CA 95211 209/946-2415
Dean (Prof) Lehn, Ira (M) 1, 3, 6.

REDLANDS, UNIVERSITY OF AT MALIBU
Malibu, CA 90265 213/456-4334
Dean (Prof) Rarig, Howard R (D) 2, 3, 4.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY
1201 Ortega St
San Francisco, CA 94122 415/564-8086
Pres Salkind, Milton 3.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF
Los Angeles, CA 90007 213/746-6935
Dir (Prof) Rodean, Richard M (D) 3.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, CA 94305 415/436-3811
Chmn (Prof) Cohen, Albert (D) 3.

CONNECTICUT

BRIDGEPORT, UNIVERSITY OF
Bridgeport, CT 06602 203/576-4404
Chmn (Prof) Valante, Harrison R (D) 2, 3.

CONNECTICUT, UNIVERSITY OF
Storrs, CT 06268 203/486-3728
Chmn Evans, Edward (D) 2, 3.

HARTT COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Hartford
W Hartford, CT 06117
Dir Matrann, Donald A (M) 1, 3.

WESTERN CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
181 White St
Danbury, CT 06810 203/792-1400 X320
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Moryl, Richard (M) 1, 2, 3.

YALE UNIVERSITY
New Haven, CT 06520 203/436-4933
Dean Nelson, Philip F (D) 3.

DELaware

DELAWARE UNIVERSITY OF
Newark, DE 19711 302/738-2577
Chmn (Prof) Cadry, Henry L (D) 2, 3.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, THE
Washington, DC 20016 202/888-2612
Chmn (Prof) Schulte, George Jr (D) 3.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, THE
Washington, DC 20064 202/635-5414
Dean (Prof) Mastroianni, Thomas (D) 3.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Washington, DC 20001 202/636-7082 X83
Chmn (Prof) Patterson, Relford (D) 3.

FLORIDA

FLORIDA A & M UNIVERSITY
Tallahassee, FL 32307 904/222-8030
Chmn (Prof) Foster, William P (D) 2, 3.

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
Miami, FL 32317 302/233-2300 X2895
Chmn (Prof) Fink, Philip H (D) 3.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tallahassee, FL 32306 904/464-3424
Dean (Prof) Housewright, Wiley (D) 2, 3.

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816 305/275-2867
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Wolf, Gary (D) 2, 3.

FLORIDA, UNIVERSITY OF
Gainesville, FL 32611 904/392-0223
Chmn (Prof) Poole, Reid (M) 3.

JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY
Jacksonville, FL 32211 904/744-3950
Dean (Prof) Kinne, Francis B (D) 3.

MIAMI, UNIVERSITY OF
PO Box 248165
Coral Gables, FL 33124 305/284-2433
Dean Lee, William (D) 2, 3.

SOUTH FLORIDA, UNIVERSITY OF
Tampa, FL 33620 813/974-2311
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Jennings, Vance (D) 2, 3.

TAMPA, UNIVERSITY OF
Tampa, FL 33606 813/253-8861 X217
Chmn (Prof) Rodean, Richard (M) 1, 2, 3.

GEORGIA

ALBANY STATE UNIVERSITY
Albany, GA 31705 912/439-4027
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Jennings, Vance (M) 3.

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Atlanta, GA 30303 404/658-2349
Chmn (Asst Prof) Winick, Steven D (D) 3.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
Statesboro, GA 30458 912/681-5396
Chmn Broucek, Jack W (D) 2, 3.

HAWAII

HAWAII, UNIVERSITY OF
2411 Dole St
Honolulu, HI 96822 808/948-7756
Chmn (Prof) Vaught, Raymond (D) 2, 3.

IDAHO

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Boise, ID 83725 208/385-1771
Chmn (Prof) Elliott, Wilber (M) 2, 3.

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
Pocatello, ID 83209 208/236-2225
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Stanek, Alan (D) 1, 2, 3.

IDAHO, UNIVERSITY OF
Moscow, ID 83843 208/885-6231
Dir (Prof) Peterson, Fred (D) 2, 3.

ILLINOIS

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
116 S Michigan Av
Chicago, IL 60603 312/939-7067
Pres Heim, Leo E (M) 2, 3.

BRADLEY UNIVERSITY
Peoria, IL 61625 309/766-7611 X214
Dean (Prof) Cannon, Allen E (D) 2, 3.

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE OF ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
Chicago, IL 60605 312/341-3782
Dean (Prof) Ganz, Paul (D) 2, 3.

DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
25 E Jackson Blvd
Chicago, IL 60604 312/321-7760
Dean (Prof) Miller, Frederick (D) 3.
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Charleston, IL 61920 217/581-2917
Chmn (Asst Prof) Key, Rhoderick (M) 2, 3.

ELMHURST COLLEGE
Elmhurst, IL 60126 312/279-4100 X357
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Sorensen, James (D) 2, 3.

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, IL 60115 815/753-1551
Mus Bldg 140
Chmn Shrader, David (D) 3.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Mus Bldg 140
DeKalb, IL 60115 815/753-1551
Dean (Prof) Buggert, Robert W 2, 3.

QUINCY COLLEGE
Quincy, IL 62301 217/222-8020
Dean (Prof) Miller, Thomas W (D) 2, 3.

VANDERCOOK COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Quincy, IL 62301 217/222-8020
Dean (Prof) Wagner, Lavern J (D) 1, 3.

ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Chicago, IL 60616 312/225-6288
Dean (Prof) Suycott, Forrest D (D) 3.

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Peoria, IL 61616 309/298-1544
Dean (Prof) Best, Harold M (D) 3.

WHEATON COLLEGE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Wheaton, IL 60187 312/682-5098
Dean (Prof) Best, Harold M (D) 3.

KANSAS

EMPORIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Emporia, KS 66801 316/343-1200
Chmn (Prof) Ciurczak, Peter L (D) 3.

FORT HAYS, KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
Hays, KS 67601 913/628-4226
Chmn (Prof) Bartholomew, Leland E (D) 2, 3.

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Manhattan, KS 66506 913/532-5740
Chmn (Prof) Steinbauer, Robert (D) 1, 2, 3.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LAWRENCE
Lawrence, KS 66045 913/864-3421
Dean (Prof) Moeser, James C (D) 2, 3.

WASHBURN UNIVERSITY
Topeka, KS 66621 913/235-5341 X481
Chmn (Prof) Illis, John (D) 2, 3.

WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Wichita, KS 67208 316/699-3500
Dean (Prof) Terwilliger, Gordon (D) 3.

KENTUCKY

CUMBERLAND COLLEGE
Williamsburg, KY 40769 606/549-2200
Chmn (Prof) Wortman, Harold R (D) 2, 3.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Richmond, KY 40475 606/623-3266
Chmn (Prof) Muns, George E (D) 2, 3.

KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY
Frankfort, KY 40601 502/564-6496
Head (Prof) Swindell, Warren C (D) 3, 6.

KENTUCKY, UNIVERSITY OF
Louisville, KY 40506 502/285-4936
Dir (Prof) Buttram, Joe (D) 3.

LOUISVILLE, UNIVERSITY OF
Louisville, KY 40222 502/425-8281
Dean Ball, Jerry W (M) 2, 3.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead, KY 40351 606/783-3102
Dean (Prof) Duncan, Johnson E (D) 1, 2, 3.

UNION COLLEGE
Bowling Green, KY 42101 502/745-3751
Chmn (Prof) Hobbs, Wayne (D) 3.

LOUISIANA

FRANCIS T NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY
Thibodaux, LA 70301 504/446-8111 X255
Chmn Lindsey, Timothy R (M) 3, 4.

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 504/388-3261
Dean (Prof) Timm, Everett L (D) 2, 3.

LOUISIANA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Ruston, LA 71270 318/257-0211
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Young, Raymond G (M) 2, 3.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
New Orleans, LA 70118 504/866-5471 X217
Dean (Asst Prof) Tunks, Thomas (D) 3.

McNEESE STATE UNIVERSITY
Lake Charles, LA 70601 318/477-2520 X419
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Young, Raymond G (M) 2, 3.

NEW ORLEANS, UNIVERSITY OF
New Orleans, LA 70122 504/288-3161 X381
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Bulla, Mary A (M) 3, 4.

NORTHEAST LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 504/388-3261
Dean (Prof) Timm, Everett L (D) 2, 3.

MARYLAND

MARYLAND UNIVERSITY BALTIMORE CITY
5401 Wilkens Av
Baltimore, MD 21228 301/455-2942
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Powell, Felix (D) 3, 6.

MARYLAND, UNIVERSITY OF
College Park, MD 20742 301/454-2501
Chmn (Prof) Troth, Eugene W (D) 3.

PEABODY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1 E Mt Vernon PI
Baltimore, MD 21202 301/837-0600
Pres Goldman, Richard Franko (D) 3.

KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY
Frankfort, KY 40601 502/564-6496
Head (Prof) Swindell, Warren C (D) 3, 6.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>University Name</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Bemidji State University</td>
<td>Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>218/755-2913</td>
<td>X522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>St. Olaf College</td>
<td>Northfield, MN 55057</td>
<td>507/663-3180</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) White, Adolph P (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>UMaine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Isle</td>
<td>Presque Isle, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Augusta</td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04330</td>
<td>207/623-9500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Ouellette, Robert (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Isle</td>
<td>Presque Isle, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Augusta</td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04330</td>
<td>207/623-9500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Ouellette, Robert (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Isle</td>
<td>Presque Isle, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Isle</td>
<td>Presque Isle, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Isle</td>
<td>Presque Isle, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Island</td>
<td>Presque Island, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Island</td>
<td>Presque Island, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Fairfield</td>
<td>Fort Fairfield, ME 04742</td>
<td>207/876-4500</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Groom, Matthew (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Orono, ME 04469</td>
<td>207/581-4282</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Libby, Joan D (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Fort Kent</td>
<td>Fort Kent, ME 04743</td>
<td>207/786-3244</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Murphy, Breck (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Presque Island</td>
<td>Presque Island, ME 04769</td>
<td>207/728-3300</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) Appleby, Peter (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>University of Maine at Machias</td>
<td>Machias, ME 04652</td>
<td>207/833-3553</td>
<td>Chmn (Prof) McLean, Susan (D) 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA, UNIVERSITY OF
Columbia, SC 29208 803/777-4280
Dean (Prof) Moody, William J (D) 2, 3.
WINTHROP COLLEGE
Rock Hill, SC 29733 803/323-2255
Dean (Prof) Casey, Jess T (D) 3.

SOUTH CAROLINA
WINTHROP COLLEGE
Head (Prof) Moody, William J (D) 2, 3.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 412/434-6080
Dean (Prof) Egan, Robert F (D) 3.

EDINBORO STATE COLLEGE
Edinboro, PA 16441 814/323-2555
Chmn (Prof) Mangan, Donald L (D) 2, 3.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Indiana, PA 15701 412/357-2390 X2391
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Knab, Richard (D) 2, 3.

LYCOMING COLLEGE
Williamsport, PA 17701 717/326-1951 X265
Dean (Prof) Morgan, Glen E 3.

MANSFIELD STATE COLLEGE
Mansfield, PA 16933 717/662-4080
Chmn (Prof) Keene, James A (D) 1, 2, 3.

NEW SCHOOL OF MUSIC
250 S Broad St
Philadelphia, PA 19102 215/545-6200
Chmn (Prof) Schantz, Monica (M) 3.

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF PERFORMING ARTS
250 S Broad St
Philadelphia, PA 19102 215/674-6200
Pres Castaldo, Joseph (M) 2, 3.

PITTSBURGH, UNIVERSITY OF
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 412/347-4126
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Slawson, A Wayne (D) 3, 6.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIVERSITY
Selinsgrove, PA 17870 717/374-2345
Chmn (Prof) Steffy, James B (M) 2, 3.

TENNESSEE
AUSTIN PEAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Clarksville, TN 37040 615/648-7818
Chmn (Prof) Cowan, Thomas W (D) 2, 3.

EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Johnson City, TN 37601 615/929-4419
Chmn (Prof) Stafford, James E (D) 2, 3.

GEORGE PEABODY COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS
Nashville, TN 37203 615/327-8061
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Woods, Jon (D) 3.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Murfreesboro, TN 37130 615/898-2469
Chmn (Prof) Wren, Neil (M) 2, 3.

TENNESSEE TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
 Cookeville, TN 38501 615/528-3161
Chmn (Prof) Wattenbarger, James A (D) 1, 3.

TENNESSEE, UNIVERSITY OF AT CHATTANOOGA
Knoxville, TN 37916 615/974-3241
Head (Prof) Ball, Charles (D) 2, 3.

TEXAS
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Waco, TX 76703 817/755-1161
Dean (Prof) Sternberg, Daniel (DIP) 2, 3.

EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Commerce, TX 75429 214/468-2291
Head (Prof) House, Robert (D) 2, 3.

HOUSTON, UNIVERSITY OF
Houston, TX 77004 713/749-1116
Dir (Prof) Katims, Milton (D) 2, 3.

NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Denton, TX 76203 817/788-2530
Dean (Prof) Myers, Marceau (D) 3.

RICE UNIVERSITY
Houston, TX 77001 713/527-8101 X3492
Dean (Prof) Jones, Samuel (D) 2, 3.

SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Huntsville, TX 77340 713/295-6211 X2211
Chmn (Prof) Tull, Fisher A (D) 3.

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
Dallas, TX 75275 214/692-2587
Chmn (Prof) Strother, William (M) 2, 3.

STEPHEN F AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
Nacogdoches, TX 75961 936/569-2011
Dean Turnier, William (D) 2, 3.

TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Fort Worth, TX 76129 817/926-2461
Chmn (Prof) Winesanker, Michael M (D) 3.

TEXAS A & I UNIVERSITY
Kingsville, TX 78363 512/595-2803
Chmn (Prof) Pierson, Thomas C (D) 2, 3.

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Houston, TX 77004 713/527-7337
Instct Davis, Wylie (M) 3.

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Box 4239 MUS
Lubbock, TX 79409 806/742-2270
Chmn (Prof) Luce, Harold T (D) 2, 3.

TEXAS, UNIVERSITY OF
Austin, TX 78712 512/471-3561
Chmn (Prof) Patrylak, Daniel (D) 3.

TRINITY UNIVERSITY
715 Stadium Dr
San Antonio, TX 78284 512/736-8211
Chmn (Prof) Upton, William J (D) 3.

UTAH
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
C-550 Harris Fine Arts Ctr
Provo, UT 84602 312/374-1111 X3188
Chmn (Prof) Goodman, A Harold (D) 3.

Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322 801/782-4100
Chmn (Prof) Wassermann, Irving (DIP) 3.

WEBER STATE COLLEGE
Ogden, UT 84403 801/599-5941 X344
Chmn (Prof) Yeates, Herbert (D) 2, 3.

VERMONT
JOHNSON STATE COLLEGE
Johnson, VT 05656 802/635-2356 X255
Instct Storandt, William (M) 1, 3.

VIRGINIA
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 703/433-6197
Chmn Estock, Joseph (D) 3.

NORFOLK STATE COLLEGE
Norfolk, VA 23504 804/623-8544
Chmn (Prof) Ryder, Virginia (D) 2, 3.

RADFORD COLLEGE
Radford, VA 24142 703/731-5177
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Morin, Eugene (D) 3.

SHENANDOAH COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Winchester, VA 22601 703/677-8174
Dean (Prof) Collins, Verne (E) 2, 3.

VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE
Petersburg, VA 23803 804/526-5111 X225
Chmn (Prof) Jones, Howell T (D) 2, 3.

VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
901 W Franklin St
Richmond, VA 23284 804/770-5195
Chmn (Prof) Thomas, Ronald (M) 2, 3.

WASHINGTON
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Ellensburg, WA 98926 509/963-1216
Chmn (Prof) Hardua, Joseph (S) 1, 3.
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Cheney, WA 99004 509/359-2241
Dean (Prof) Lotzenhiser, George W (D) 3.

PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
Tacoma, WA 98447 207/531-8900 X310
Chmn (Prof) Skones, Maurice H (D) 3.

PUGET SOUND, UNIVERSITY OF
1500 N Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416 206/756-3253
Dean Rodgers, Bruce (D) 3.

WASHINGTON, UNIVERSITY OF
Seattle, WA 98195 206/543-1200
Dir (Assoc Prof) Moore, John T (M) 3.

WISCONSIN

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
Appleton, WI 54911 414/793-3681 X244
Dean Schwartz, Charles (D) 1, 3, 6.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF
Eau Claire, WI 54701 715/836-2284
Chmn (Prof) Schimke, Milton M (D) 2, 3.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF
Green Bay, Campus
Green Bay, WI 54302 414/465-2458
Chmn (Prof) Bauer, Robert (M) 2, 3.

WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY OF MADISON
455 N Park St
Madison, WI 53706 608/263-1900
Dir (Prof) Gilbert, Dale W (M) 3.

WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY OF MILWAUKEE
3223 N Downer
Milwaukee, WI 53201 414/963-4393
Chmn (Prof) Muskat, Leo C (M) 2, 3.

WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY OF OSHKOSH
800 Algoma Blvd
Oshkosh, WI 54901 414/242-4224
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Minniear, John (D) 3, 6.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF AT
River Falls, WI 54022 715/425-3183
Chmn (Prof) Wold, Elliot (M) 2, 3.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF AT
Stevens Point, WI 54481 715/346-3107
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Erlenbach, Julius (D) 2, 3.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF
Superior, WI 54880 715/392-8101 X255
Chmn (Prof) Meidt, Joseph A (D) 3.

WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF AT
Whitewater, WI 53190 414/472-1310
Chmn (Prof) Rohrs, Dennis K (D) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Huntington, WV 25701 304/696-3117
Chmn (Prof) Kumlien, W C (D) 2, 3.

WEST LIBERTY STATE COLLEGE
West Liberty, WV 26074 304/336-8006
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Boggess, Charles (M) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA INSTITUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Montgomery, WV 25136 304/442-3192
Chmn (Prof) Martyn, Charles F (D) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
Morgantown, WV 26506 304/293-4091
Dean (Prof) Trythall, Gil (D) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA, UNIVERSITY OF
At River Falls, WV 54022 715/425-3183
Chmn (Prof) Wold, Elliot (M) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA, UNIVERSITY OF
At Stevens Point, WI 54481 715/346-3107
Chmn (Assoc Prof) Erlenbach, Julius (D) 2, 3.

WEST VIRGINIA, UNIVERSITY OF
Superior, WI 54880 715/392-8101 X255
Chmn (Prof) Meidt, Joseph A (D) 3.

WEST VIRGINIA, UNIVERSITY OF AT
Whitewater, WI 53190 414/472-1310
Chmn (Prof) Rohrs, Dennis K (D) 2, 3.

Pearl’s at home in the studio

Making records isn’t a hit or miss thing with the pro’s. That’s why today’s top studio musicians, like John Guerin, Mark Stevens, Steve Schaeffer and Paul Humphrey, play it safe by playing Pearl Drums. And they’ve proven out time and time again with all the hits these guys have helped put out.

You’ve heard these drummers play with Frank Sinatra, Joni Mitchell, Joe Cocker.

Pearl’s at home in the studio

Sammy Davis, Jr., Tijuana Brass, B.B. King, Burt Bacharach, Seals & Crofts, Frank Zappa...the beat goes on and on with Pearl.

West Virginia University

distributed by Martin Music, Inc.
7373 N Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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As Manager of Sales and Selection for the Zildjian cymbal company, DiMuzio advises and selects cymbals for Zildjian's prestigious clientele. According to Louie Bellson, "Lenny DiMuzio is the only guy besides me who knows the individual sound I'm after. DiMuzio is a professional drummer, beginning his career at age 12 and later studying at the New England Conservatory and the Berklee School of Music. For the past eighteen years, DiMuzio has been affiliated with the Zildjian company, working closely with Armand and Robert Zildjian.

**CI:** What is the difference between the K and A Zildjian cymbal?
**LD:** The K Zildjian cymbals were manufactured in Istanbul until recently. They will now be produced at the Zildjian Canadian factory in Meductic. The factory has been in operation for 10 years, manufacturing and distributing the Avedis Zildjian line (Azco Ltd.) to the European and Canadian market exclusively. We do not sell K Zildjian cymbals from the Norwell factory. Gretsch manufacturers will naturally be involved with the distribution of the K line in the United States due to their long association with the product. The methods of fabrication used result in the difference in sound. The K cymbals are totally hand-crafted, whereas machinery is also used to make the A line. The use of machinery facilitates bigger production and a wider selection of cymbals. In the Canadian factory they probably have different cup sizes. K Zildjian cymbals do not have a variety of sounds because much of the sound relies on the cup of the cymbal. There isn't a variety of weights.

A small group of workers migrated from Istanbul last year and will work exclusively on the K line in Canada.

**CI:** The variety of sounds you get from K Zildjian cymbals is not due to the type of metal used, but depends on fabrication?
**LD:** Yes. The alloy is the same, it's just in the fabrication. When the company started, all the cymbals came from Istanbul. Mr. (Avedis) Zildjian went to Istanbul to learn the Zildjian cymbal making process. Avedis Zildjian was one of the only descendants left in line for the inheritance of the secret Zildjian process. Mr. Zildjian set up the Avedis Zildjian Cymbal Company here but the Zildjian factory in Istanbul continued making the K. He naturally called his the A.

**CI:** Is there only one person now that knows the "secret formula?"
**LD:** No, there would be Avedis Zildjian Sr. and his two sons, Robert and Armand. Probably their sons might know.

**CI:** Could you compare this secret prescription to the mysterious make-up of Coca-Cola for example?
**LD:** It is very similar to the secret of Coca-Cola; something that is memorized. If you were to document it and patent it you would have to expose it. Anyone could make a cymbal but they certainly would not be able to devise the secret.

**CI:** Is the secret in percentage of alloys or in the process of hammering?
**LD:** Anyone can figure out how to make it. There are other cymbals on the market and they can shape them, make the cups, and get a fairly decent sound. But, I believe it's in the combination of alloys for example, with the combination of metals that we are using. The metal should be breaking. Metallurgists tell us that we are violating the code of physics with those alloys. The cymbal should not be so durable. Bell metal will break, but because of the strength of the metal and the way it's mixed, the end result is durability, plus sound. Of course, the sound is enhanced by making the cymbal correctly. Before the cymbal is made, that sound is in the casting. There is a combination of metals that are melted and blended together; so there is a secret, no doubt about it. With today's modern technology you think someone would be able to duplicate it, but everyone else who decided to make cymbals made them another way, and would not use the basic alloys like that. They would start with sheet metal, or pour the metals in a different sequence. That is why you were not allowed to enter the room where the process is completed. That's never been opened to anybody. I don't even know what goes on in there and I've been here 18 years.

**CI:** There must be some workers behind that door.
**LD:** One elderly man has been with Mr. Zildjian for forty years. An old dedicated Swedish man and that is it. He may know something about it.

**CI:** Has any espionage ever surfaced due to this mysterious formula?
**LD:** I don't think you could actually pin-point the secret. Even if you could see the process, you wouldn't understand it. I think more than one thing is done. I don't believe that anyone over the years that knew anything about it could document it. That is why no one has actually tried to make a cymbal like that. Take for example, the Paiste Cymbal Company. They make their cymbals entirely different than the way we do. Their cymbals don't sound all that bad, though they lack the volume, projection, and cutting-power of Zildjian cymbals. There is something natural about the Zildjian cymbal sound. I guess you can tell I'm a true salesman all the way. The question has been asked plenty of times, "there really is a secret?" The metal stands up where a lot of other cymbals break. All Zildjians have that quality throughout the process and the individuality of sound changes. Even if there is something wrong in the process, the cymbal doesn't really get bad, the sound just changes. All the cymbals are good, they all have their own unique sound. You're talking about cymbals that go back to 1623 when this process originated and was discovered.
CI: By diminishing the bell of the cymbal, I notice that the overtones decrease and you get much more stick clarity. Do the overtones originate from the bell of the cymbal?
LD: Yes. The "rule of thumb" is that the bell of a cymbal projects the amount of ringing qualities the cymbal will give off. A cymbal with a big cup will give a lot of ring. As you shrink the cup size, you take away the overtones. When you eliminate the cup altogether, you have the least amount of overtones. The ride cymbals sequence includes the Mini Ping ride, Medium ride, Medium Ping Crash ride and the Rock 21 with the big cup. Cup size determines the amount of tightness in a cymbal or its ringing qualities. The curviture of the cymbal (called the bow area or the taper) determines the pitch. The higher the taper, the higher the pitch; the lower the taper, the lower the pitch.

Another relative factor is weight. You have to have weight in a cymbal to get ping qualities. The weight and thickness of the metal is what gives the rebound. Thin cymbals sound higher pitched but they are lower. You see, it's contrary to what you hear. The high pitched cymbal comes from the heavy ones. Heavier metal produces more stick sound and ping qualities. It's confusing to most drummers. They want a high pitched cymbal so they buy a thin one. No way can you get a high pitched cymbal in a thin cymbal unless you bow it like a balloon. Then, because it's so bowed you might get a tinkle or high pitched ping quality. The response of a cymbal and amount of volume is all contingent upon the size. Be careful of the size of a cymbal based upon the size band that you work with because you could over work a cymbal. For example, buying 16 inches to push a 10 piece band won't work because you don't have enough body in the cymbal to project.

CI: What is the process used to make cymbals brilliant?
LD: Just a buffing process. We use high tolerance buffing machines which are water cooled and done by an expert. You don't want to apply heat unless you know exactly what you are doing.

CI: After cymbals are made brilliant will they wear and tarnish?
LD: They will stay cleaner and brighter a lot longer than the regular Zildjian but you still have to clean them periodically. That sheen will last indefinitely.

CI: Tarnished cymbals seem to lose their brilliance and resonance. The sound is held back by the dirt and built up tarnish in the tone grooves.
LD: We were skeptical about putting a cleaner on the market up until four years ago when we introduced our particular cleaner. Since we put our cleaner on the market other things have come along that also work well. Naturally you take a formula and make it better! There are things that are good but our stuff really cleans the cymbal. It doesn't polish — it cleans. I think we should investigate some advanced methods of cleaning cymbals. It would be nice to have a method of cleaning cymbals without all the rubbing that is necessary. It is hard work. Maybe that's why some drummers leave their cymbals dirty. I've heard of so many things over the years used for cleaning cymbals. Did you ever hear of using a salt solution? Take a half glass of salt and pour in concentrated lemon juice. Mix them until you get a thick paste. Then apply it to the cymbal and use a little elbow grease. It cleans! My theory is you can only get so much out of a cymbal, the rest is in the hands.

CI: How many cymbal testers do you have?
LD: Seven professionals altogether. Six and myself. About forty-five employees altogether.

CI: For how long are the finished cymbals aged?
LD: Finished cymbals are aged for one month to stabilize the sound. Like a fine wine fermenting! Cymbals change in color while heating from black to rust and finally after the outer crust of metal is taken off they take on a natural color. It's activated at this point. The unfinished cymbal would only be used by a few drummers who are seeking that concentrated sound. We are looking into that. We want to meet the needs of all the drummers. We are working out four or five new things; testing and researching. By the end of the year possibly two or three new products will be on the market. Percussion is growing so fast. Drummers are into everything.
When Mike Balter was playing mallets at the Blue Max or the Empire Room in Chicago, the leaders said, "Play louder, we can't hear you." Balter used a pair of harder mallets, but the musical sound was lost and became more percussive.

A time later, Balter was recording a local TV commercial and it happened again. This time it was nothing but click, click on the marimba from his rubber mallets. It wasn't the sound they wanted either. He tried finger tips, eraser-tips of pencils and even pieces of cotton over the eraser tips of the pencils. The problem was still there, recording the lower range of the marimba.

Lou Singer, one of Balter's teachers, taught him how to wrap mallets, so he experimented. From his love of tools and machinery, he developed a few toy molds. He observed that a round ball striking a flat surface touches at only a pin-head point and therefore a lot of energy is wasted on a set amount of tone. If the ball were larger it would have more striking surface. Using 1 1/8" and 1 1/4" heads proved too heavy. By taking it off the top, putting it on the sides and giving it an oval shape, a softer tone developed.

Yarn, nylon, wool, cotton and acrylics were experimented with first. The testing produced a wool yarn that sounded mellow. The problem was that wool lasted only two months. Acrylic yarns were used next. They didn't sound as good, but couldn't be destroyed. Finally, a new acrylic wool was developed which lasted and sounded good. His current inventory now includes 600 skeins of domestic yarn. The cord used is imported from France. The rubber heads are checked with a durometer for hardness.

While working with Shelley Elias, Balter's first recognition resulted for these new mallets. Elias loved the sound the mallets made and asked Mike to make a set for him. Later Elias told him, "You should put them on the market."

Balter started thinking about going into business. To promote the mallets, he sent samples to the top mallet players and educators in the field. These included: Dale Anderson, Emil Richards, Tom Davis, Vic Feldman, Gordon Peters, Jimmy Lane, John Baldwin, Joel Leach, Tony Cirone, Roy Knapp and Jose Bethancourt. These professionals offered their suggestions, which Balter followed to modify the mallets accordingly. It took over two years to come out with the first model, which was shown at the Mid-West Band Clinic. This first production had consisted of 500 mallets, all of different materials.

In the beginning, Balter only made mallets to fill orders. Many of the mallets were made from 1 a.m. to 4 a.m. after coming home from a playing engagement. In a short time, he began stocking them, making 50 pairs of one model at a time.

The rattan handles are imported from the Orient at 20,000 to 25,000 per shipment. Balter claims rattan handles are the best. The handles come in 16" lengths, which are cut down and matched. Balter checks every pair of mallets produced.

Since starting the business in his home, Balter has moved to another facility in Northbrook, a northern suburb of Chicago. The company produces about 3,000 pairs monthly now.

After buying all the materials, the next step was to patent the mallet line. Operation costs for full color catalogs and advertising were expensive, but necessary. An artist friend drew their logo. Balter and his dad together created their slogan . . . "A Stroke to Perfection."

Their first big production problem was packaging. Most players like to try mallets before buying them. Store owners don't like packages to be opened as they look used or rejected. The solution came one evening after dinner. His mother was putting left-overs away in a plastic zip-lock bag. Why not use those? The company that made them had a 15,000 minimum order since they weren't a stock item. Insert cards were ordered to make the packaging more presentable. Mallet information was also included.

What started out as a one-man hobby has grown to a company of five employees. What originally began as a single product company, has emerged into a full line of specialty mallets, including unwound, cord, yarn wound and mushroom heads, to double headers, Louie Bellson Drum-Set mallets—and even a Balter Mallet Case.

Even though every month brings more orders, at 27 years of age, Balter still wants to perform. With the business security, he can be selective about his playing. If the company should get really big, he may give up some club dates but stay with theater engagements.

Balter said that his company will never sell-out or merge. He wants to keep it strictly personal. His name is on the product and he feels fully responsible for its quality. Further details on the line may be obtained by writing: Mike Balter Mallets, PO Box 531, Northbrook, IL 60062.
Joe Morello is a drummer not often written about. The last album to feature Morello was the Dave Brubeck Quartet's 25th Anniversary Reunion. In the liner notes to that album Morello wrote, "It's nice to be remembered when you're old and gray."

But it's hard to forget Morello, a musician who has played for the Queen of England and the President of the United States. A drummer who won the down beat polls and every music poll in Japan, Europe, Australia and South America five years in a row.

About the liner notes Morello said, "It was actually supposed to be a humorous thing. Sometimes I get kind of down with it but not too much. It's been good to me. It's been a lot in such a short time and now, as much as I enjoy taking it easy and doing what I want to do, I want to start playing again."

Joe is currently fronting his own quintet which would be impossible without his friend and guide dog, Matthew, given to him by the Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind, Inc. in Smithtown N.Y. The quintet has been performing in clubs in New Jersey and New York City.

Prior to this, Morello was a member of the Dave Brubeck Quartet in 1955 until 1968. During his stay with the Brubeck Quartet, Joe traveled extensively and when asked he touched on some of the realities of a musician's life on the road.

"I've seen those kids. They're dying to go on the road with a band. I guess they think it's just a lot of laughs, a lot of wine, women and song."

"But man, after awhile you just get tired from traveling all day long and then you've got to get up there and do a thing. Four thousand people out there waiting to pick out all your mistakes and, if you don't do something exactly like the recording they say, 'Oh man, he is not that good... Brubeck? Naw, he can't play. Desmond isn't playing good.' Then you go back to the hotel, have a couple of drinks, go to bed, get up and catch another seven o'clock plane, because you're working for thirty-seven thousand people a week."

"With Brubeck, we used to do about ninety one, nighters and they weren't all in a row! It was Dallas, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Miami to Houston ... as if you had a map and threw a dart. Wherever it lands, that's where you go."

"On the other hand I don't think many people will have the opportunity to see the things I've seen. I've been around the world four times. Been to just about every country in the world. Met a lot of drummers, nice people and seen a lot of interesting things. They can't take that away from me."

Commenting on the music scene today, Morello said, "most of these kids today and a lot of bands really haven't any roots or foundation. That's why I don't teach too much anymore. Drives me right up the wall! I don't take any beginners. Right away they want to know what's being played in the hotels and clubs. And then you've got disco."

In speaking about his teaching practice, Joe seemed amazed that he had students come to study with him in New Jersey from as far away as Arizona, Texas and Canada. He pointed out that studying with a "name" drummer isn't necessarily more beneficial than studying with a competent teacher in your own backyard.

"All a teacher can really show you is how to play the drum. That's all. I don't care how much technique you've got or how little you have.
"I never used half of the technique that I have. I don't need to. For what? Unless I'm feeling real hot-sassy one night. I'll come on with the power a little bit if I'm up to it. Sometimes I feel like doing that. It's good to know that I can do it if I want to, but normally I don't knock myself out like that.

"I'd rather do my playing first and then if people want to see some fast licks I can do it. But, I like to do my playing first, then I'll play for the crowd."

I asked Joe to tell me about his early teachers, influences and aspirations.

"When I was in Springfield, Massachusetts, I studied with Joe Sefcick. He was a vaudeville drummer. He played the whole set, but he played a lot of snare. He was able to really play the drum.

"Then I went with Lawrence Stone and was playing all the club dates and commercial gigs in town. I became Springfield's best drummer and learned how to read. If you go through two or three books and still can't read, you never will. Notes are notes. It's how you phrase them and interpret them.

"I used to practice a lot when I was younger. I couldn't play baseball or football like the average guy, so it was fun for me to practice or go through books and things. I used to do a lot of reading."

Joe Morello began his musical life as a violinist and said that his "claim to fame was playing with the Boston Symphony when I was about six or seven years old. "Heifitz is my favorite musician but when I heard him I went home and cried. I figured I could never get that sound. That was it. No more violin."

Joe found the drums easier to play and chuckled at the recollection of his vehe-ment father saying that he would never spend money on drum lessons.

"It was so funny because I couldn't even read. I memorized everything on violin. The teacher didn't know until two years later that I couldn't see the music.

"One of my favorite drummers was Davey Tough. He could keep a nice rhythm with the band. He hardly did anything with his left hand. He was straight ahead on the big cymbal, but he got it cookin."

"I used to listen to Sidney Catlett, J.C. Heard! Heard was another fine drummer, and then Jo Jones, who is still a good friend of mine. Jo taught me a lot. I played opposite him for about six or seven weeks at the Embers. Jo used to play his bass drum open. He had a little twenty inch bass drum, snare drum, cymbal, hi-hat stand and one little floor tom.

"I'd get up on the drums with brushes and get that bass drum going. A good sound. I'd get up there and the bass drum would go boom, boom, boom. I sat down and watched that bass drum realizing I was doing something wrong. The only way you could play it was by pressing the beater into the head. Jo would play heel up, toes down. He'd been playing like that for so long that he could control it. I learned a lot about hi-hats from Jo. He would really get a breathing sound from his hi-hats.

"Roy Haynes is beautiful. One of my best friends. I love him. A great drummer! One of the most original drummers I think I've ever heard. He doesn't sound like anybody but Roy Haynes, which I respect tremendously.

"Phil Woods and I grew up together. We used to play the commercial gigs in Springfield with Sal Salvador, Hal Sirah and Chuck Andrus, and on weekends we'd have sessions in a cellar or anyplace. We even got busted once for playing on a vacant airfield in the middle of the night!

"Phil went to Juilliard and wanted me to go to New York. I thought those cats were too good. I could never make it down there. Finally, I went down a couple of years after everybody else. Sal was with Kenton on the road so I didn't see him until I was there a couple of months.

"I went to New York and starred for about a year. I didn't work at all. I started off living in a room for fifteen dollars a week, regressing to a nine dollar room and then a seven dollar room the size of a bathroom with no door on it. When Sal came through town he introduced me to some musicians.

"I went to Birdland and met Gil Melle and Marian McPartland at the Hickory House. I'd never heard of her before. She let me play a tune and liked the way I played the brushes.

"I used to see Marian at least twice a week. One night I walked in and Marian said, 'There he is! That's him.' This guy came over and asked, 'Are you working Friday?' I said, 'No.' He said, 'How would you like to come and start with me at Birdland?' It was guitarist Johnny Smith."

Morello played with Johnny Smith for several months when, "Kenton was playing Birdland and Stan Levy had to take about three weeks off. Kenton was looking for a sub and all the guys around New York were saying, 'Oh man, I wouldn't take that job, it's like chipping wood.' Sal said 'Why don't you go on the band?' I decided to do it.

"The night before I left to go with Kenton I got this frantic call at The Embers from Jimmy McPartland. He said, 'I hear that you're going with Stan Kenton. Marian wanted to know if you'd join her group. How about two hundred to start off? On the road it'll be three hundred.' I said, 'I'll take it!'

"It worked out that I had just one day left after Kenton to go to Chicago and join Marian at the Blue Note. Then I stayed with Marian for awhile. Everything seemed to fall into place. A lot of drummers would come by and say, 'Ah man, you oughta be playing with guys like Zoot Sims. Marian don't swing. She can't play'... and all that.

"When I left that job, all those cats that had been putting me down wanted the gig. All those cats that were hanging around Charlie's Tavern telling me how great they played were still on the outside looking in."

Joe Morello is most noted for his small group playing but is an excellent all around drummer and enjoyed his short time with the Kenton band. "Kenton was a lot of fun. The first night I couldn't play loud enough. At the end of the night man, I played so loud on the cymbals, rolling and everything as loud as I could play. And Kenton would smile and bring it up louder!

"The guys were coming up and saying that it sounded good. I couldn't hear! The brass was so powerful. But by the end of the first four days I had the book down pretty well.

"The funniest thing happened when we started off. They were calling off tunes while the band boy was fixing the drum seat. It was too low. I bent down and knocked over all the drum charts. Whoosh! So Stan shook his head and called out 'A Train' and I just played a straight ahead kind of thing. I didn't read anything."
'I haven't gotten into using records for teaching. For a long time I've felt records were bad because you learn to follow, and a drummer should never follow anyone. A drummer should lead. The drummer who follows a band shouldn't be playing drums.'
Al Mouzon is a marked man. He has become stereotyped as just a jazz drummer in America, and has taken refuge in Europe by touring there exclusively. European audiences appreciate the versatility and quality of Mouzon's drumming and music.

Mouzon was born in Charleston, South Carolina on November 21, 1948. Leaving South Carolina at the age of 17, Al moved to New York City and became a drum roadie working with a local society band. He later moved on to play with one of the premier groups of the decade, Weather Report.

Presently, Mouzon is working with Herbie Hancock in the United States. He also fronts his own group and released a new album, as leader, called In Search of a Dream. Mouzon plans to produce several disco records in New York, later this year.

AM: No, to me it doesn't matter. I could go either way, it's just how you tune. I can play any drum set, not just one.
LP: Do you have any extra equipment that you use?
AM: Yeah, I use two gongs, a 20" gong plate and a 40" Pearl gong. When there's a big concert in the states I use them. And I have a 12'X12' drum riser that I had custom built. It's made of wood and aluminum and surrounded by plexiglass on four sides so I can change the colors of the lights when playing.
LP: Do you carry extra pieces of gear with you to allow for breakage?
AM: Yes, that's why I have four snares, three extra hi-hat stands, six cymbal stands, and extra bass drum pedals. I've got cases made for them, five huge cases, made by a company in Cleveland. They're Anvil type but much better. Those are the same people that built my risers. But I carry extra cymbals, usually sixteen though I use only ten.

LP: Let's begin with your equipment, what kind of drum set-up are you now using?
AM: It's a Pearl set, two 24" bass drums, four mounted rack toms, two 12", and two 13", four floor toms one 14", two 16" and one 18", and I also endorse Remo. I have five Remo Roto-Toms 6", 10", 12", 14", and 16". I have 6" and 10" Pearl concert toms. I play all A Zildjian cymbals, two 22" medium rides, one 22" swish, one 20" medium crash, two 20" heavy crashes, two 18" medium crashes and two 20" light crashes. I've got a total of fifteen cymbals and use ten when I'm playing. It's a circle all around.
LP: What about your sticks? Are you still using that modified one?
AM: Yeah. On jazz-rock things I saw the tips off of Pro-Mark 5B and 2B. Sometimes I keep the bead on there, for the light things where I need more stick bounce. For the rock or R&B things I just cut the bead off. You get more volume that way.
LP: Do you prefer the fiberglass sound over the wood?

LP: What do you think of the custom made units that some drummers use?
AM: I think those are nice, but there are only a few effects that you can use them for. You can do a "Star Wars" trip but you can also do that with an Arp 2600 or other synthesizers. You know I own about ten synthesizers. You have to figure out the drum synthesizer and how I want to use it for my music so it's not mechanical and cold. I've heard a couple of records with that one particular effect, that tomtom effect. I heard it on that song "Nobody Does It Better." It's a nice effect, but that's about it for that one effect. Every drummer who has it only uses that one effect. That's all I hear, as far as the Syn-drum is concerned. Another reason why guys are using those too is because Hollywood producers in the record industry always want something different, so he demands everybody have it. Mostly session drummers have them. If you're doing sessions and one guy has it, all the studio drummers must get it. If you don't have it they'll call another drummer.
LP: Which of your past musical experiences do you feel you have learned the most from?
AM: I learned more musically with McCoy (Tyner), than Weather Report. For other things I listened to everybody, and learned from them. Things I listen to now include Top 10, Top 40, all R&B, and Rock 'n' Roll. Because my mind is open, I don't want to always be identified as just a jazz drummer. I got my start through jazz, and I'm not putting it down. But there are other things I do.
because in a marching band, the drums were slanted, so you had to play them that way. You can play matched grip too if the drum is in front of you but if it's hanging on the side it's more logical to have the stick slanted through the third finger for parade marching and stuff.

LP: How do you approach drum solos?
AM: It just happens naturally so I don't think about it. I don't try to plan it out because then it's not natural. I don't say, 'well I'll start soft here and gradually get louder.' If it happens that way, it happens.

LP: Can you describe your concept of the drummer's role in a rhythm section?
AM: The drummer's role is part of keeping the unit together and keeping the rhythm together. The energy level must always be there when it's supposed to be. He's the anchor man. They are holding everything down and giving energy and accepting energy. Receiving and giving. When a drummer's playing and can't get energy, it's boring if the other players do not supply energy. The drummer is giving the energy but has to receive it also. When I play with bands and I'm giving the energy and don't receive it, I can't play anymore. It drains me if I'm with players who can't play.

LP: Do you find audience feedback important to obtain that flow of energy?
AM: Yes. If I see one person in the audience involved it will give me enough energy to channel back and put out. European audiences can be very passive, they look like they're not enjoying themselves and yet they are into it because they're serious. When they listen to classical music there's no movement at all, no expression on the face, no twist of the lip or anything. But afterwards they show it by applause. They like what you've played so much that they want an encore. I'm always going through that. With this last tour people were jumping on the stage. I couldn't believe it. This was a jazz audience and I was doing some funk things. I was trying to broaden my image. I was doing a jazz-rock thing and just broke out into a funky thing.

"BECAUSE MY MIND IS OPEN, I DON'T WANT TO ALWAYS BE IDENTIFIED AS JUST A JAZZ DRUMMER. I GOT MY START THROUGH JAZZ, AND I'M NOT PUTTING IT DOWN. BUT THERE ARE OTHER THINGS I DO."

LP: In other words, that type of audience doesn't really respond like that?
AM: No, they usually don't but they did in Berlin. I played a half an hour encore because I got scared when somebody threatened us. They told the bass player, 'if you don't play there's gonna be a fight.'

LP: You play a lot in Europe. Can you tell me where and what places you like the most?
AM: I play a lot in Germany. That's where most of my audiences are. I also play Paris, Scandinavia, and I'm supposed to be going to Poland this year. I do mostly concerts and play at a few clubs.

LP: Do you prefer playing Europe or the United States?
AM: I prefer playing in Europe more than the States. The audiences are better, people respect you more. I have been playing for more European audiences than American audiences for the past four years. I have just been touring Europe and that's about it. It's very rare that I tour the States anymore. Here in the States you must have a hit record to tour, otherwise it's not worth anything.

LP: What is it like for the touring drummer in Europe?
AM: It's not that difficult. When I go over there I have a lot of one nighters, and
that can be the same in the States. I fly and travel by first-class train service. Their train system is much different than in America. In little towns you don't fly so you have to take a bus. And that way you get a chance to see Europe. The country is gorgeous, just beautiful. I have European roadies that take care of all the equipment on the one-nighters, so I just worry about getting to the hotel from date to date. It's really no problem at all.

LP: What do you listen for in a drummer?

AM: It depends on the music. I listen for the creativity, ideas, concept, punctuation, articulation, the feeling. If it's a funk band or whatever I listen for the same things but listen for the soul or funk in it. It depends on what kind of music. If it's a bad group you don't look for anything cause you know there's going to be a boring beat. If there's any kind of creativity you'll listen. If it's in the music the drummer should be applying it to the music.

LP: Do you believe Electric Fusion music is declining in popularity or will evolve into something else?

AM: It is declining in popularity. But in Europe it's different because European audiences like good music, whatever it is.

LP: They listen to it first and label it later?

AM: They'll label it but they'll listen to it. They'll keep listening to it if it's good. In the States, what's winning is Pop music, Rock music and R&B.

LP: Do you think Disco is still strong?

AM: Yes. Disco in America is different from disco in Europe. For Europeans when you say Disco it's a turn-off because Disco is unfeeling music. It's all programmed and planned with no feeling. Disco is very hard to define. In America, Disco could be funky too. I've heard some good music and I've heard some electronic Disco music that was very boring. I'm into the more feeling Disco music like the Tramps and Bee Gees. Some of the stuff from Europe is good and some is boring.

LP: What about that French Disco drummer? I've heard that he is not very good.

AM: Cerrone? No, he's not a good drummer. He's doing pretty good in America with the Disco. The 4/4 on the bass drum, 2 and 4 on the snare and eighth notes on the hi-hat was his idea. It's a very easy beat. I take that same beat but have everything funky underneath and music on top. And that's where it's important if you still have the rhythm underneath, and can play whatever you want on top.

LP: Do you listen to particular people in the area of Disco-Funk, Supersoul, or whatever you want to call it?

AM: I listen to all the people from Philadelphia, and there's a lot of them.

LP: How about Earth, Wind and Fire?

AM: Yeah, you can say that's Disco, but it's not Disco, it's R&B.
Paiste offers an unmatched breadth of cymbal sounds... each one with its own sound characteristics. In addition, the quality Paiste product line includes Pitched/Symphonic Gongs, Proto Gongs and Sound Plates.

SOUND CREATION RIDE CYMBALS
Sound Creation is an entirely new collection of quality cymbals with unmatched variety in pitch, texture, color and feeling. The collection includes three ride cymbals. The Dark Ride is low, warm and full sounding, while the high-pitched Bright Ride is brilliant, clear and sparkling. The Bell Ride provides a full, powerful and penetrating bell sound.

ARTIST PROFILES
A 160 page brochure listing some 200 Paiste Drummers and includes a personal profile and drawing of each artist’s set-up. For your personal copy write: Paiste Profiles II, Box 4137, Fullerton, California 92631.

ROY BURNS
Born in Kansas and began key phase of his professional career when he moved to New York. Joined the Woody Herman band in 1957 and thereafter played with major artists in live performance, TV appearances and records. Became Rogers Staff artist in 1968. A Paiste artist.

JACK DE JOHNETTE
Born in Chicago and studied music since the age of four. Started playing Jazz professionally on piano at 14. Switched to drums 2 years later. Has performed on records and in concert with some of the greatest Jazz artists in the world and now leads his own band. A Paiste artist.

CARL PALMER
Started playing drums at age 11. At 15 left school and came to London to play in a group. Early in 1970 joined with Greg Lake and Keith Emerson to form "Emerson, Lake & Palmer." A Paiste artist.

PRONOUNCED PIE-STEPP
Paiste cymbals (pronunciation above) are made in Switzerland by a family which has dedicated a lifetime of work and experience in sound making. They are exclusively distributed in the USA by Rogers Drums.
How many of you like a challenge? In this Rock Perspectives series, I'm going to challenge not only your ability to play, but your ability to think as well. Thinking through the details of what you are trying to do is very important. Getting a clear mental picture of your sound, and then doing it is essential. Developing a musical identity requires thought as well as physical practice. Hours in the practice room developing five stroke rolls can be beneficial, but using those five stroke rolls in a musical situation is what really counts.

You learn simply from playing with other musicians and thereby determine what works and what doesn't. This of course, takes time, so relax and enjoy. Being masterful at anything generally requires huge amounts of diligent study combined with practical application.

Much of today's contemporary music has a very strong quarter note pulse. The following examples are hand patterns that go over quarter notes on the bass drum. The bass may be used in the following manner: (1,2,3,4), (1 & 3) or (2 & 4). Practice with a metronome beginning at mm. 96. Remember to play the unaccented notes much softer than the accented notes.

The Oakland Stroke: * Leave out the first beat of the bar when repeating the pattern.

The patterns that follow are from the new Tower of Power LP entitled Back on the Streets. The tune is "This Must be Love."
DRUMMERS

Listen to the Best with MD’s LISTENER’S GUIDE

A selected discography of the best recordings of over 50 of the world’s greatest drummers, past and present.

Includes Latin, African, Symphonic, Educational, and other ethnic percussion recordings.

Increase your record collection and improve your listening program.

A handy, easy-to-understand reference guide that’s a must for any serious drummer. Available through MD ONLY!

Go ahead—strike us!

Drummers everywhere have been hitting on us for new sounds. That’s what Camber is here for.

Camber cymbals weren’t designed hundreds of years ago. They’re designed to be part of the musical sounds of today, many of which didn’t exist even 20 years ago. Camber’s bright high-end tone is a new percussion sound in itself. One that won’t get lost in the music.

CAMBER CUTS THROUGH the ‘old cymbal’ myths... proving there’s always room for a bright idea—and a place in any drum set to add on a Camber. Cymbal response that brings audience response.

Write us and find out more. New musical excitement is just a stick away.

CAMBER CYMBAL... for a stroke of brilliance.

CAMBER CYMBAL, 101 Horton Ave., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563
Send me FREE booklet, “How To Choose A Cymbal,” along with the Camber catalog.
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Louie Bellson doesn’t have four hands, he just sounds like it.

Louie’s two hands hold the all new pro-mark drumsticks. They help him sound better. And pro-mark can help you sound better too.
THE SQUASHED BASS DRUM

We have all heard drummers with terrific hands but with a bass drum foot that could best be described as concrete. We look at the problem. The hands are playing off of the drums using rebound and the control of that rebound. But the foot depresses the pedal and keeps the beater against the head. What if we had been taught to use our hands like that all of the time? We would develop no control, no musicality.

Drumming is tension and release: the muscle tension required to get the stick to the head in a certain space of time and the release of that tension, in time, to let the stick rebound. Like dribbling a basketball. When you insist on squashing the beater into the head you are not releasing the tension, not developing rebound control. The drummer who plays like that cuts himself in half. He is not thinking of one consistent technique. Therefore, his playing sounds like unrelated halves. He is not evenly developed between hands and feet.

Rules are made to be broken. There are times when because of the way a figure falls, or because of a sound you want, you will have to squash the beater. But think of all the musical possibilities you are denying yourself by having to squash the beater all of the time.

SOME SOLUTIONS

Check your throne height and distance from the drums. If you are sitting too high or too close you have no choice but to stay up on your toes and because of the weight of your leg, squash the beater all of the time. Find the position where you can play up on your toes or with your heel down with equal ease and control, squashed or unsquashed. The important thing is to get away from a throne position which prevents rebound.

The habit won't disappear simply by finding a compatible throne position. Practice is a must. The best results are obtained by working on the same things used to develop hand technique: dynamic and accent exercises. These teach how to graduate strokes with the foot. They teach how to use small strokes to play softly and large strokes to play loudly.

Try this simple exercise. Practice at as many tempi as possible. Find your limitations. Preface the exercise with playing it on the snare, single-handed or hand-to-hand. Assume that you are trying to raise the foot to the proficiency of your hands. It is best to use your hands as a pace setter.

Try this one, too.

You might accompany these with the hi-hat on 2 and 4, and with an appropriate ride cymbal pattern. You may find new problems when you do this.

Books like Jim Chapin's Advanced Techniques For The Modern Drummer, Ted Reed's Syncopation, Stone's Slick Control and Accents & Rebounds are excellent for developing the bass drum technique. Ted Reed's Bass Drum Control is as good as Colin Bailey's book.

If you have a pedal on which you can disengage the spring, try playing a series of notes by coordinating the downstroke of your foot with the rebound of the drum. You will discover muscles you have never used. The constant squashing of the bass is such a waste of precious energy. The spring of the pedal and the rebound of the beater off the drum are begging the foot to relax.

Another consideration is that when you leave the beater against the head until you play the drum again, you must use two strokes to play one note. You have to bring the beater back and then send it back to the head. Accuracy truly becomes hit or miss, particularly at a brisk tempo. Play the note and return immediately to the starting position.

HI-HAT TECHNIQUES

You should not limit yourself to one hi-hat technique. The hi-hat is no longer restricted to playing repetitive figures. Like the bass drum, it may function like the hands playing fragmented, non-repetitive figures.

Limited technique means limited expression. Many young drummers limit themselves to playing the hi-hat with the ball of the foot, the leg suspended with very little, if any, heel contact with the pedal. More often than not, they play the hi-hat on all the beats of the measure as though it were a soprano bass drum of the '40's. Again, we have a technique which has become a physical habit, a necessity rather than a musical expression.

I use three foundational techniques on the hi-hat. I said foundational so as not to give the impression that there are only three. Briefly, they are:
1. The heel stays on the heel plate. Play from the ankle. This technique is good for playing softly as well as slowly. It gives the least amount of pressure on the downstroke hence soft “chick.” It blends with ballad brush work.

2. The rocking heel-toe technique for playing the repetitive 2 & 4 figures from medium to fast tempos is most common. By snapping the ankle on the downstroke you can obtain a sharper “chick.”

3. The ball of the foot technique mentioned before. This is useful for fast tempos whether playing repetitive or non-repetitive figures. I find it cumbersome at slow tempos where the lack of spatial momentum makes it virtually impossible to maintain the relaxed bounce of the leg and foot. This technique is particularly good for playing fast, articulate patterns between the hi-hat and the snare. The hi-hat is the snare drum of your cymbal set-up.

Reading between the lines, you see that each of these foundational techniques has a musical application. Upon mastering these three physically, and thinking about them musically, you will find yourself using combinations of all three. And you’ll probably develop your own. You will be using the correct technique for the appropriate musical situation. It is very difficult to play softly using a technique which relies upon a downstroke generated by the leg as in the ball of the foot technique. There is too much weight coming down to give you a natural, soft sound.

Returning to our center of balance, the throne, remember it should be situated to allow the use of the basic three and any other hi-hat techniques. For example, it should be placed so the bass drum can be played with heel down and the hi-hat with heel suspended without losing balance.

Use the books previously mentioned and play them with your foot on the hi-hat. Determine which techniques are appropriate for certain tempos, dynamics, and note combinations. Experiment with your throne placement. Think of your hi-hat as being another hand.
Developing A Musical Concept

by Danny Pucillo

One of the key aspects in developing a musical concept for show and studio performance, or any other area of performance for that matter, is the tuning of your drums. Too many players overlook this elementary consideration. When your drum set is in tune with itself, it should produce its own tonality. This is a consequence of being combined with the rest of the musical instruments (especially the bass). Just as the sounding of a chord on piano will cause that instrument to ring out due to its audible overtones, a well-tuned set of drums will ring out for similar acoustical reasons. I'm not speaking about the sound produced by just any set of drums. I'm speaking about the total musical effect resulting from careful tuning. When you think of your drums as a carefully-tuned musical instrument and not percussive apparatus, you will then appreciate the importance of tuning. Drums may be tuned very flat to a low pitch, or to a relatively higher pitch, or in 3rds — 4ths — or even 5ths, depending on your personal preference and the number of drums. Like the discriminating horn player, it will take a long time to learn the art of properly tuning the drums.

Next, let's consider your choice of cymbals. This, too, is often ignored by less experienced players. There's a knack to choosing cymbals so they sound like a "set". The cymbals should be given the same musical value as the drums. To choose new cymbals properly always bring the rest of your cymbals along when adding or exchanging one. This way you can match each new cymbal with the ones you already have. Buy only top quality cymbals. There really are no bad ones; the trick is to match them up musically. This will help you achieve a "chord-like" sound when passing from cymbal to cymbal. You'll get a great sound, especially when your drums are in tune as well. The two fundamentals, tuning, and matching cymbals, are important in developing a musical concept of playing the drums for both recorded and live performance.

The following thoughts on general musicianship may be useful to the aspiring show and studio drummer.

(1.) Drummers who studied other instruments usually have a better insight into creating a musical concept of playing drums. This, I believe, is why the modern drummer has become such an important member of the band and so fundamental in creating the total structure of the music.

(2.) Just as a fine horn player is aware of the solid rhythmic foundation underlying his improvisations, so you must be aware of the harmonic and melodic structure of a piece. Always be sure you know whether it's A - A - B - A or A - B - A - B etc., so you can be aware of where it's going from moment to moment.

(3.) When exchanging four or eight bar solos with the horns, try to play as if you were one of them. Add figures which are truly related to what they're playing.

(4.) Remember, it's not always the number of notes played, but the choice and usage of notes that make music. Add to, don't subtract from, the total sound. The silence or space between sounds form their own distinct rhythmic pattern; this pattern is as essential as the rhythm of the notes actually sounding. Silence can truly be golden at times.

(5.) One way to develop a musical concept is:
   a.) Choose a tune you know well.
   b.) Play it using the snare drum alone and include all accents.
   c.) Add the bass drum to emphasize some of the low notes or to contrast a high note.
   d.) When the melody lands on a whole note or comes to a pause, use your cymbals for color.
   e.) Use the entire set of drums.

(6.) The more you practice in the correct manner, the more you'll want to practice. Sing the tune quietly inside your head; sing it out loud if you wish.

(7.) After a while you'll find that you can keep the whole tune in your head while creating another line against it. This is what many horn players do when improvising. When inventing counter lines to the original tune, break the tune into two, four, or eight bar phrases.

(8.) You would do well to learn everything you can about the actual composition of music. Study harmony, counterpoint, arranging and form. Study with a teacher who is a creative player or writer; not just a dull musicologist whose ideas look beautiful on the blackboard but sound sterile in real musical situations.

(9.) One final suggestion: listen to great players. Recordings are fine but hearing music live is an education in itself. When focusing on the drummers, listen hard. Observe the elements touched upon in this article: tuning the drums, cymbal selection and use, accents, dynamics, spotting the song-form, rhythmic underscoring of chord structures and progressions, counter-lines to melodic rhythm of tunes, etc. All of these factors create the total performance and form a musical concept of playing drums for show and studio.
EDITOR'S OVERVIEW
continued from page 1

The remainder of our March offering has comments from cymbal connoisseur Lenny DiMuzio; Basie's Butch Miles with important big band concepts; David Garibaldi, from Tower of Power, with some brain twisting rock coordination challenges; Ed Soph on getting your feet together; a look at some vintage snare drums and a great deal more.

This is only the beginning of some marvelous plans we have in store for this year. Stay with us.
Big Band Basics

by Butch Miles

In my last article, I gave nine rules for better big band drumming. As you may recall, they were:
(1) Support, (2) Don’t get in the way, (3) Cue (or Direct) the band, (4) Don’t overplay (simplify), (5) Keep the energy up, (6) Know the chart, (7) Phrasing, (8) Keep time, and (9) Listen! I want to delve into each of these rules deeply and give some examples of each. By concentrating on each of these nine rules (with emphasis on certain ones more than others) I believe a fairly good foundation can be set for your adventure into Big Band Drumming.

Rule #1: SUPPORT

The band has a difficult ensemble passage and there may be areas to fill. In a case like this it’s often better to lay in a solid, rhythmical background so the band has the rhythm section as its foundation and support. Take for example, the tune “Swee’ Pea” on the Basie album I Told You So (Pablo #2310-767). The band is playing a difficult phrase based on straight eighth’s and sixteenth’s. However, the tune is a dedication to Billy Strayhorn, “Swee’ Pea,” who wrote such incredible tunes with Duke Ellington. Therefore, it’s meant to be in a “swing” vein. I laid down a solid background of “swing” style drums (example #1) with very few fills. I accented certain areas that were available for a fill with little more than a heavy cymbal crash on the first beat so that the band (if they laid back or rushed that passage) would still know the beginning of each or every other measure.

Ex. 1

Also, on Basie Big Band (Pablo #2310-756) listen to the tune, "Freckle Face." I do no fills until the tune is around four-fifths finished. I play nothing more than the swing pattern (see example #1) throughout the opening statement, first ensemble and solos. My opening statement is played on closed hi-hats (on record) switching to the ride cymbal for support of the first ensemble and solos. Since making that recording, I’ve found that staying on the hi-hat until the solos, works much better and that’s how I play it now. It gives the ensemble passage a stronger support and adds a bit more color to the overall sound.

Rule #2: DON’T GET IN THE WAY

There are a number of fills that I took directly from one of my predecessors, Sonny Payne, specifically because they sounded right and worked with this band. The eighth note triplets on snare and floor tom (see example #2), swing. They’re simple and therefore effective. They also have that special Basie “sound.” They work so well that I see no reason to change them. A good, solid fill lets the band know exactly where they are and yet it’s simple enough so that it doesn’t throw the count off.

Ex. 2

The triplets are my "basic Basie" fill unless I find something that works better later on. The reasoning behind this is simple: Basic swings, triplets are the basic form of swing, triplets swing. When in doubt, I play triplets. This also ties in with:

Rule #3: DIRECT THE BAND

"April in Paris" is a prime example of rules two and three. The last, or shout chorus is full of one bar breaks leading into a kick on the "and" of the first beat (see example #3). My favorite two fills for this section of the chart are examples #4 and #5. They support the band and let them know where everything is; they don’t get in the way of the ensembles and they’re simple. They direct (cue) the band into the “kicks” passages.

Ex. 3
In upcoming articles, I'll explain the remaining six rules and give you further examples of each. I will also list recorded works that you can listen to and check out against the written examples. The styles of other Big-Band drummers will be discussed with recorded and written examples so that you will have something tangible in front of you to compare.

Remember, no two bands are alike. One style or feel will not fit each band. Basie is different from Buddy, Woody from Duke, Maynard from Harry, and so on. It's up to you to sort out that difference and adjust yourself accordingly.
The African influence in Latin music is evident to the point where certain rhythms and instruments, including those from the Caribbean and Brazil, can be directly traced to a specific African region or tribe. Still, one must take into account that the varied Latin rhythms which spice much of today's music are usually a by-product of different cultural sources. For instance, rhythms sometimes referred to as "salsa," are actually a combination of Afro-Cuban, Spanish, Puerto Rican, and even American influences.

The Cuban rhythmic tradition has been closely tied to its African heritage; parts of it were integrated into jazz by Dizzy Gillespie and Cal Tjader, along with percussionists like Chano Pozo, Candido, and Mongo Santamaria. Among the rhythms popularized by these artists is the Afro-Cuban, also known as the African nanigo rhythm. Used in African dances and rituals, it was nurtured and expanded in Cuba, and due to its adaptability was assimilated by progressive jazz drummers worldwide.

The cowbell rhythm, often played on the bell of the cymbal, has retained much of its authenticity. It is the most important element in this beat and should be mastered before going further. Repeat each rhythm and try writing your own variations.

The above rhythms can be joined into one measure of time, counted in with eighth note triplets, or felt as a jazz waltz with three quarters per measure of . Since much of jazz music can also be counted in these time signatures, the Afro-Cuban lends itself well to jazz interpretation. This is shown in the example below which combines the standard ride-cymbal beat with the original cowbell rhythm now written in triplet form and played on the snare.

The left hand has a variety of options available, each providing interesting results. A simple, yet effective technique is to fill in the rests of the cowbell or cymbal rhythm with the remaining hand, alternating between rim-clicks, rim-shots and tom-tom accents.

Counter-rhythms playing against the cymbal are also an option, though they require good hand independence. When practicing, it is a good idea to superimpose the two rhythms on paper, taking notice of when the hands fall together or separately. Here are some suggestions which should be taken slowly at first and then brought up to a moderate tempo.

*For an interesting challenge, try reversing the hands.

At this point we can bring in the feet which provide a steady foundation for the active hand interplay. Playing the basic jazz foot pattern of four quarters on the bass drum with the hi-hat on two and four works quite well and can be applied to any of the above rhythms; reversing this foot pattern also works well. Below are some other ideas.
Doubling the cymbal rhythm with the bass drum adds an exciting "punch" and can be used to reinforce a musical peak. An example is the following beat which uses the double paradiddle, a rudiment which fits naturally into the context. Beats like these can also be used as fills in a rock shuffle.

The authentic Afro-Cuban is often accompanied by a percussion instrument called the "shekere." It consists of a gourd with beads strung around it which can be shaken, rotated, or struck on the bottom for a deep, thuddy sound. I have adapted the shekere's typical rhythm to the drums, in a beat best used when other percussion is available and an authentic feel is desired.

*The bass drum accents fill in the holes left by the right hand, creating a polyrhythmic effect.

The Afro-Cuban rhythm is one of the more exciting in the Latin family. Learning this and any other new rhythms not only expands one's musical knowledge, but in the process virtually all aspects of drumming such as independence, accuracy, and control are heightened.
The local drum instructor is an unlikely combination of psychologist, comedian, coach and priest. More importantly, he is the person trusted with the responsibility of teaching a student to play drums. The local instructor is, without a doubt, as important to the art of drumming as a foundation is to a well-constructed house.

Being a local instructor myself, I have been through it all — crying students, drumsticks flying through the air (sometimes thrown by me), teeth marks in the margin of the Chapin book, non-practicing students (a prayer a half-hour before the lesson does not give you chops), the argumentative students, the introverted students, and last but certainly not least, the overly-concerned mothers. But that's the nature of the profession. Without obstacles, the satisfaction of teaching would be insignificant. The feeling of success over frustration is immeasurable by both student and teacher.

There is no set procedure to teaching, as every student has different problems, musical or otherwise and different goals. Some students have no goals, so the teacher must assist in setting them. This in itself is a major responsibility for a serious instructor. One concept that should be stressed, almost before learning how to grip the sticks, is that of music as an art form. Once a student understands that he or she is in the process of learning how to construct visions through sound, a sense of pride in their work will be established. Hopefully this will develop at an early age. Pride will develop into inspiration which is the basis for all good work.

Music is made to be listened to. Listening to music should be an event in itself, not just something happening in the background. A teacher must emphasize this and also teach how to listen. To a young drum student, the only sound heard on a recording is the drums. There is no harm in that, if the student can hear the drums being played in conjunction with the other players in the group. The student will rapidly grasp the importance of listening when he realizes that the musicians on that album are listening to each other.

Another aspect of the listening concept is concerned with many students' lack of respect for older forms of music. The instructor should attempt to explain, without breaking a 9 x 13 inch tom-tom over the student's head, that today's music is fine, but did not emerge overnight. It had to come from somewhere. It is important to expose the student to the work of some of the "old pros" of drumming. By doing this, the teacher has met his responsibility by pointing out the similarities and differences in playing styles and the influence they have on today's drummers. The student will hopefully take it from there and begin to mold into a player in his own right. Yet many students fail to listen to themselves while playing. The instructor should be aware that this is a common problem and only through persistence can it be solved.

Being a beginning drum student is boring, there is no doubt about it. Unlike other instruments, there is no melody, so the beginner has no more than what seems like an endless stream of rights and lefts to show for his efforts. To maintain some level of excitement in this otherwise monotonous stage of drumming, I normally write out a short solo and use the student's name in the title. This works. It supplies the beginner with a sense of personal accomplishment, thus increasing his eagerness to learn. I continue this practice periodically until the student is prepared to play more practical material.

As a teacher, the job does not end when the last student goes home. You must be knowledgeable and you should know the business. You owe it to yourself and students to know the new types of equipment, keep up with teaching methods and invest a few dollars in books.

Almost as important as the teacher's responsibility to the student is his responsibility to the student's parents. They pay the bills. Act as their advisor when they are ready to make the big investment in a set of drums. It has always been my policy to acquire for the student a well-suited set with good cymbals. This, in the long run, will save the parents money and allow the student the pleasure of playing quality equipment. This way, parents make only one purchase and the instructor has earned their respect, which naturally leads to a good working relationship among student, teacher and parent.

Local instructors, as anonymous as we are, work toward building the strong foundation which is so necessary in developing the talents of tomorrow's great drummers. After all, where did today's great drummers get their start?
"PLAY PRECISION PERCUSSION"

"A drummer practices hard and plays harder for one reason. Precision! And we expect nothing less than a precision response from our set.

Spectrum Percussion offers precision action, precision response and heavy duty chrome plated hardware at a price musicians can afford.

That's what Spectrum Drums are about. They're as precise as we want to be."

Mercury Recording Artist
John Bryant

Model S-500W
Suggested list price $549.50
Cymbals not included.

International Music Corporation  P.O. Box 2344  Fort Worth, Texas 76113
Larry Bunker is one of those Los Angeles studio musicians whose playing is constantly heard on TV, movies, and records. Though his name is seldom mentioned, Bunker's experience, knowledge and musicianship have made him one of the most versatile and in demand players in L.A.

It would be difficult to catalog all of the work Larry has done in the entertainment industry, though the following list of his most recent work should suffice. In the field of commercial jingles, it's everything from MacDonald's, to "You've Got it Toyota." His TV work includes Mary Tyler Moore, Bob Newhart, Lou Grant, The Bionic Woman, Incredible Hulk, Roots I and II, Centennial and both the Academy Awards and Emmy Awards shows with Henry Mancini. Add to this his work for some of the finest composers in the industry on the soundtracks for motion pictures like Lord of the Rings, Heaven Can Wait, Close Encounters and Jaws.

Larry Bunker was born in Long Beach, California, grew up in Los Angeles, and began his musical career taking snare drum lessons in school. But most of Larry's early musical education was obtained listening to big bands on the radio, playing with records and hearing music live each week at the Orpheum Theatre.

In 1949, Larry was working with a trio in northern California. The leader of the group had an old vibe in his garage and managed to talk Larry into taking it home and working on it. By 1951, Larry had moved back to L.A. and put in "plenty of 7 and 8 hour days" on the practice pad and the vibraphone. Late in '52 he got his first studio experience playing jazz vibes for a movie soundtrack at Paramount studios when Lionel Hampton was unavailable.

When hired by singer Bobby Short in 1954, Larry was told that if he wanted the job he'd have to play conga. Over the next few years his interest in Latin music was piqued. "I went to hear Tito Puente at the Palladium in New York City and couldn't believe it. It was unbelievable it swung so much." Later, while working for Peggy Lee, Larry picked up more Latin training from playing in sections with Latin artists Jack Costanzo and Chano Pozo.

Even though he was fast becoming established in the recording studios, Larry still felt a need to remain active as a performer. In 1957 he toured with the Maynard Ferguson Orchestra, and in 1964 with the Bill Evans trio. Later in the 60's he became involved in contemporary concert music and did some work with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.

The L.A. studio scene may very well be the most demanding way of earning a living in the music business because of the versatility required to survive. Studio music is a mixture of jazz, rock, Latin, and classical styles, and, studio players need the self-reliance and spontaneity of a jazz musician, the musical and technical training of an orchestral musician. Larry pointed out that for a studio player to be successful for a prolonged period of time he'd have to attain an advanced level of mental, physical, and musical competence. A solid musical background and an open-minded approach to all types of music are common among all successful musicians.

In the 50's most studio musicians were big band players who had come off the road. These days, going out on the road is no longer a necessary, or desirable way to learn how to play. Private study, attending college, playing, going to concerts, and listening to records can all be ingredients of a well-rounded musician's education. Besides music lessons, much can be learned through one's musical lessons. As Larry explains, "Musicality is a lot of listening and letting things rub off."

Because he received virtually all of his training on the job, Larry has a unique point of reference for his views on the roles of the student and teacher in the learning process. "The student should approach study with an open mind. He should be inquisitive; wanting to know the goal and the method of achieving it." Regardless of how elementary a student thinks his lesson is, Larry feels that the first responsibility of the student is to do what the teacher asks. "Music is made up of scales and rudiments; students who avoid dealing with them immediately limit themselves."

The primary responsibility of the teacher, on the other hand, is to teach both the mechanics of playing, and the importance of "interpretation and musical performance." Through teaching one way, the instructor must prepare the student for the
possibility of other ways. Larry emphasizes that the teacher should avoid limiting the student by encouraging him to be open-minded and self-reliant.

The musical principles that are used in and out of recording studios can be learned in a conservatory or college situation. Larry feels strongly, however, that increased emphasis should be placed on teaching interpretation of notation and phrasing, knowledge of the roles of the instruments in music, and familiarity with Latin instruments and rhythms. He finds these to be the weakest areas in young players' training.

In L.A. the vast majority of studio percussion work is generalized. Most of Larry's work is as a percussionist. For a typical movie call Larry will bring his nine timpani, bells, vibes, chimes, marimba, xylophone, drum set, a variety of tom-toms, snare drums and bass drum, an assortment of cymbals and gongs, three cases of sound effects, and a trunk of Latin instruments. When he walks into the studio he'll find out what equipment is needed and who (if there are other percussionists on the call) will be playing what.

Larry recalls an early recording experience when, "I was doing a Mickey Mouse show over at Desilu (Productions), with Frank DeVol. He could just run you crazy. There was enough work for two and a half guys back there. We ran this cue down and there were pop-guns, whistles, temple blocks, ratchet, cymbals, gong, and timpani. I got through and had sticks under my arm, under my chin and in my mouth. I held things between my legs. Frank looked back at me and said, 'Oh, well then that is possible.' That's when I learned that they'll just write it down, and you've got it, baby."

On the topic of drum set specialists, Larry commented, "There aren't many drum set specialists in L.A. I've seen them come and go. They were dynamite players, but limited. If the style fades then they fade. To be a freelance drummer you have to be flexible. It's not all rock 'n' roll. You have to be able to play big band, be-bop, fusion, rock, shows, and read like crazy. You've got to cover it all, and cover it better than other drummers in town. If you're a drummer you've got to look at that." Larry feels that the few specialists that do make it are the players who have an individuality that no one else has; players like Hal Blaine, Steve Gadd, Harvey Mason and John Guerin.

The way composers are writing, a percussionist is in a sense by himself, but still part of the entire orchestra. Every 8 bars the function he's fulfilling may change. 'A player has to be able to play his instrument, but he also has to be aware of what's going on around him. Being aware of and thinking about the musical things is what playing is all about,' he said.
Here's an exercise which is helpful in developing a smooth, even sounding, single stroke roll while incorporating a valuable technique which I call "dropping in the stick."

Use a metronome and start slowly. Strive for an even sound and equal volume from each hand. Gradually increase the speed as your accuracy increases. There are many ways this exercise can be transferred to the drum set. Start by playing the eighth notes with your left hand and "drop in" the right until you're playing a continuous single stroke roll. You can also drop the right hand in on a tom-tom, or move it around the complete set. Remember to practice the exercises reversing the entire sticking (right hand lead). Practice repeating each exercise as a two bar phrase along with playing down through the entire exercise. There are many possibilities. Experiment with some of your own ideas.

L = Left Stick
R = Right Stick

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

After practicing as written, reverse all sticking.
SNARE DRUMS:
The Main Voice in The Choir

By Bob Saydlowski, Jr.

The snare drum is the most important of all the drums in a dance set, orchestra, or marching band. Most studio players own at least two snare drums because different shell materials make for different sounds applicable for certain musical situations. There are wood, brass, steel, aluminum, phenolic, fiberglass, acrylic and Therrabond shells. Sizes range from 3 X 13 up to 12 X 15 marching drums. But what snare is right for you?

Due to the absorbency of their shell material, wooden snares give warm, round, resonant tones. Metal shells are more cutting, crisper, and durable with no chance of warpage. Brass shells cut even more. Fiberglass being several times denser than wood gives a bright, loud sound due to sound reflection off its surface. Acrylics are harder than wood but not as hard as fiberglass. The acrylic sound leans more toward fiberglass in brightness and accented highs. Unfortunately, acrylic shells are very fragile and easily split if dropped or subjected to shocks. Phenolic shells are made of compressed paper and resins for extra brilliance and volume. Therrabond shells are made of silicone resins and fibers of a non-variable composition. They are virtually indestructible. Maple has exceptional tonal characteristics and projects a more rock-hard wood.

Different sizes yield different sounds, also. Piccolo snares are "soprano" drums producing very crisp, high tones. They are available in either 3 X 13 or 4 X 14. The most popular sizes for snare drums are 5 X 14 and 5 1/2 X 14, but some rock drummers and concert drummers use a 6 1/2 X 14 for added volume and somewhat deeper tone.

There are, of course, "specialty" snare drums. The most outrageous appears to be Pearl's Vari-Pitch. Vari-Pitch snares utilize a phenolic shell in 5 X 14, 6 1/2 X 14, or 10 X 14 sizes with a Roto-tom on top, essentially a Roto-snare! By raising or lowering the Roto-tom in the shell, different sounds will occur due to total venting of the drum. The head may be rotated just like a Roto-tom to bring the drum to a definite pitch. The C & C Compacto snare drum expands to different sizes, somewhat like Vari-Pitch. Hinger Touch-Tone manufactures a 6 1/2 X 14 drum made of "A" pure steel that weighs 37 1/2 pounds! Primarily used in concert situations, this drum is reputed to be the best snare drum presently made. It's really responsive and uses snare strands made of nylon-coated steel for a sound between wire and gut. Premier has a Resonator snare drum: a double shell drum with a chrome-finished outer shell and a thin wooden shell inside. The two shells are separated by a pocket of air. The Resonator is probably one of the most powerful drums around. Slingerland says their Two-To-One drum has no soft spots and will stay in tune for the longest time. The Two-To-One has 12 lugs on top and 6 lugs on the bottom; all totally separated, so the drum will be tensioned evenly wherever you hit it. Therrabond shells are made only by Milestone Drums in Canada and are available in four "formulas". The wooden-sounding shells have added crispness and projection. The metal-sounding shells project added warmth. Each pair of formulas has one that sounds brighter than the other. Milestone drums are available in 5 X 14, 5 1/2 X 14, 6 X 14, 6 1/2 x 14, 7 X 14, and 10 X 14.

Basically, there are two types of strainers: center-throw and side-arm throw. Center-throw seems to be the best because of the direct drop of the snare wires. The center-throw type of strainer also seems to loosen up under strain after a while and will throw off at anytime. However, center-throw strainers have a better lock-on but put more pressure on the right side of the snare wires. Also, on side-throwers, the tension wheel is easier to get at. Some snare drums have double tension wheels to evenly stretch the snares across the head. Some even have separate snare adjustments which I feel are more trouble than they are worth.

It seems that a lot of rock drummers have the problem of lug screws loosening up under power strokes. There really is no way to combat this except to use a counter-lock nut of some sort. Sonor has them on their drums, but the nuts only fit their metric lugs. Hopefully, other drum companies will hear this and start producing counter-lock nuts for all snare drums.

Some studios remove the plastic coverings on drums. This allows maximum response and resonance but will also expose the bare shell to the elements which could damage it. If you have a wood shell snare that you would like to be more lively, coat the inside of the shell with polyurethane. This will make the sound bounce around more.

I've never been an advocate of internal dampening of drums. Internal mufflers press up against the head and choke it. Also, when the mufflers are turned off they tend to rattle, which causes problems when miked. Rogers makes some clip-on external mufflers which do the job just fine. Springless lugs are also a good idea to prevent any further rattling noises in the drum.

Some drummers argue that there hasn't been a decent snare drum made since the WFL Ludwig and the old Billy Gladstone. However, with all of today's choices, what's best for you is what really matters.
by Cheech Iero

Some hobbyists collect rare stamps. Some enjoy old coins, and some people get a kick out of restoring antique cars. So why not old drums? Because of a current resurgence in this fascinating hobby, MD paid a visit to Newington, Connecticut to investigate the impressive collections of Mssrs. Charlie Donnelly and Trevor Davis, two of the country's leading experts in the area of vintage equipment. Let's start by focusing on the drummer's primary instrument; the snare drum.

1) "They just don't make 'em like that anymore," was Charlie Donnelly's description of this Leedy Full Dress snare drum, circa: 1925-30. Complete with maple shell, red and gold diamond trim and gold plated rims and lugs, this specialty item sold for around $65.00 in the "good ole days."

2) The Rocket by Gretsch is a 6 1/2 X 14" drum. It's a rare one since there weren't very many made. For some reason the drum didn't catch on and Gretsch discontinued manufacturing the item around 1935.

3) Claimed by some to be the finest drum ever made, this 1940 Leedy snare is 5 X 14". It sports brass hardware, gut snares and a mahogany shell with maple reinforcement hoops.
4) It's a good thing drummers didn't throw away their drum keys when this Leedy-Ludwig Knob Tension drum came out in 1950. It caught on about as well as the Edsel. Leedy-Ludwig stopped making this drum in 1951.

5) Somewhere between 1930 and 1938 Leedy made this deep 8 X 14'' dual snare drum. Note the two sets of snares. One on the snare side, and another under the batter head.

6) A unique feature of this old Ludwig snare drum was its dual snare throw-off. One set of snares was made of gut, the other of wire. This special item allowed the drummer to play with both sets of snares on, or individually.

7) This sea green pearl snare drum was manufactured by Slingerland around 1928. The hardware is all brass with ten lugs and the original gut snares and calf skin heads are still on. Mint condition!
kids to loosen up!

"I took a few lessons from Billy Gladstone. I think he was the greatest technician that I've ever seen in my life. He was what they call a 'legitimate' drummer. He had a method of practicing and playing where everything was loose. It's like walking; if you had to figure out every muscle, you couldn't move.

"I think it's important for drummers to know the structure of tunes. That's the trouble with a lot of drummers. They sound like drummers and not musicians because they don't know where they are in the tune. It wouldn't hurt drummers at all to study keyboard harmony and basic theory."

Morello said that a lot of guys, "try too hard. I never expected to do this for a living. It was always easy for me and a lot of fun. A guy that can't play is the first guy that's always putting everything down. Nothing's right except him. He's got his thing together, y'know? The guys that can play usually don't talk about it.

"I respect the person before the musician. All of the cats that are greater than thou and all that B.S., there's no time for that. It's a very short life. You meet a few friends and a lot of schmucks in this business."

I asked Joe about the legends about him that have filtered down through history. About his constant woodshedding between sets at the Hickory House and practicing at the poolside while the rest of the Brubeck Quartet went swimming.

"I'll clarify that," he laughed. "Between sets at the Hickory House, a lot of drummers would come in. All of the cats that were on the scene at the time knew I had a few things going, and would ask, 'How do you do it?' So I'd show them. And once at a pool for a publicity picture in Miami, I was sitting with a practice pad."

When Morello left high school he had scholarships to study music, but having studied so extensively before college, he didn't feel a necessity for his studies at Julliard when he first arrived in New York. He told me a story that clinched his departure from academia.

A teacher had Joe studying the xylophone and one day Joe told the teacher, "I can play the heck out of the xylophone, but I can't sight read anything, so what's the use?" The teacher suggested helping Morello with his snare drum technique. This too seemed pointless.

In the ensuing argument, Morello's teacher brought out a gut snare and called in one of his top students to play The Bolero. When the pupil had finished, the teacher turned to Joe and said "So. You think you can play that?"

"I played better than the kid, and it frustrated the heck out of the teacher. I did
it with one hand and played it in the center of the drum which is the dead spot. But, I had control of the entire drum so that was the end of that. I quit.

As far as his brush technique, Morello said that he never really practiced with them. "I listened to guys like Jo Jones. He used to play nice brushes. At one point, there were so many drummers asking me how I played brushes that if I started thinking about it, it would mess me up. "You can't please everybody. Who cares? The world's a big place. There's room for everybody. Trying to please everybody is the secret of failure. If you're playing a commercial gig, you've got to do the best for the leader. If someone says, 'Why don't you play like so and so?' I'll say, 'Why don't you get so and so?' "It's very important to get to know yourself. Your inner self. You have the power, the ability within you to do anything you want to. A lot of people don't understand that, but it's true. My whole thing is simplicity."

Backtracking to the subject of teaching, Joe commented on his approach to teaching on a pad, snare, or the entire drum set.

"I'd rather do corrective work than take somebody from the beginning. When a student comes in, I like them to play for me to hear what they can do with their hands. I put them on the set to see where they're at, and then I'll give them a choice. So, we work half on the snare drum or practice pad for development and then apply it. You have to be able to apply what you've learned to the set. "I haven't gotten into using records for teaching. For a long time I've felt records were bad because you learn to follow, and a drummer should never follow anyone. A drummer should lead. The drummer who follows a band shouldn't be playing drums. "If you're playing a big band, you've got twelve or fifteen cats who've got their own conception of how the drums should be played. You can't play fifteen different ways."

Morello also had some business advice to offer the musician. "When you're young, get yourself some kind of insurance or retirement plan. Go into stocks if you know a little bit about it. Don't speculate. Buy solid things and just leave it there. And all you do is collect the checks. That's what musicians don't think of. They think it's going to last forever. I haven't worked a day in my life outside of this since I was about sixteen."

In recent years stories have circulated stating that Morello was somewhat of an embittered recluse. The reason he hadn't been playing was because he had lost his chops.

"As far as my chops being gone, no. Not gone. I can't keep a single stroke roll for ten minutes like I used to, but who cares?"

Where are you going to use that anyway? When I was teaching, practicing and playing everynight of the week my endurance was up.

"The rumours don't bother me. I'm playing better musically than ever. I don't know what they're talking about. Chops. What do they mean? What do they want me to do? If I woodshedded two hours a day, my endurance would be back in two weeks.

"What are they judging me by? Do I have to prove it again? In the past 2 or 3 years my eyes got worse. The doctors said, 'Don't work.' That is why I didn't work the last couple of years. They tell me it's alright to go back to work and start playing again.

"When the group first broke up I just did clinics. I still do them but not as much. There are new cats coming up and naturally the drum companies are out to push their instruments. So let the others have a shot at it. God's been good to me. Give someone else a chance. I can still play if I want to play."

CHET DOBEE DRUM SCHOOL, THE FUNK DRUMMING CORRESPONDENCE PROGRAM — Geta professional edge by studying the styles of Cobham, Reddix, Mason, Fadd, Gadd, and many more. Transcripts, records, and cassettes will help you master the funk cliches! Author of The Funk Drumming Workbook. For free literature, write: Chet Dobee Drum School, 51 Sealing Street, Hempstead, New York 11550. (516) 483-8810.

NOW AVAILABLE THE FUNK DRUMMING WORKBOOK. Author: Chet Dobee. Develop your style in contemporary Funk Drumming by using ideas and concepts of today's leading fusion artists. A UNIQUE BOOK FOR THE CREATIVE DRUMMER! Enclose $6 plus 50c for postage & handling. Outside U.S.A., send $7 for postage. Send check or M.O. to — Chet Dobee, 51 Sealing St., Hempstead, NY 11550.

WASHINGTON handmade Drum shells from 6 inch. diam. to 26. All are regular stock, concert, or deep sound models. All shells are lined with solid rock maple hoops and finished to your specifications. Sold separately or as sets. Eames Drum Co., 355, Wakefield, MA 01880. 617-245-8999.

HAYKINING DRUM SHOP LTD.

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
218 S. WABASH AVE.
8th FLOOR
312/427-8480

HAVE A QUESTION FOR YOUR FAVORITE PRO?

MD's unique ASK A PRO column is now underway and we invite you to write to us and direct them to the artist, c/o Ask A Pro, Modern Drummer Magazine, 47 Harrison Street, Nutley, NJ 07110.

Please include your name and address. Sorry, personal replies cannot be made.
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Join the Drummers Revolution with your own MD 'Drum Power' T-SHIRT

No serious percussionist should be without this book.

The Percussion Publication's Catalog. It's The Percussionist's Bible. The most extensive, most up-to-date directory of percussion literature in the world. With hundreds and hundreds of methods and studies, solos, and ensembles. All annotated with instrumentation requirements and grade levels for all publications.

Added Bonus!

As an added bonus your catalog comes with a special mail order section filled with hard-to-find brand name instruments and accessories. And they're all priced at low mail order prices.

Do not delay. Order yours today! The publisher's price of $2.50 will be deducted from your first order of $10 or more.

Drums unlimited inc.
Percussion Merchants to the World
4926 St. Elmo Ave., Bethesda, Md. 20014
(301) 854-2719

Walt Bolden is on the beat.

And serious jazz fans know that he's been on the beat ever since the early fifties. Ever since he started recording with Stan Getz, Gerry Mulligan, and Horace Silver, among others.

The quality of his art is what brought him the respect of these jazz giants. And it'll bring him your respect, too.

"Walt Bolden."
His debut solo album. On Nemperor Records and Tapes.
PHIL COLLINS (cont. from page 12)

should be able to do as many things as you can do. I'm really interested in percussion and tuned percussion."

Phil adds a fast bass drum technique to his repertoire. He says, "I used to use two bass drums years ago, and then I stopped because I read that Buddy Rich said that hi-hats are very important. I thought, 'Yeah, he's dead right.' So I threw the other bass drum away and started using the hi-hat."

He says he always concentrates on trying to do as much with the one bass drum as he used to do with two. "I have quite a lot of good speed on the bass drum. I'm more a foot player in some respects than I am a hand player. I'm very conscious of what the hi-hat is doing all the time. Tony Williams is great at that."

With a slowdown in Genesis activity, where would Collins like to see the band musically go from here?

"On this album, the songs are quite short. It was good fun, but it doesn't really set a precedent for what we're going to do.

"We've always done different things. There's some improvisation on "The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway." I'd like to get back into that. That's one of the essences of what we do — the variety of material. I like to keep the variety, but at the same time try to get some more instrumental stuff back in."

Phil writes music with both bands and takes an electric piano with him on the road. At home, he has an old upright and a new grand. He figures the grand will inspire him to do some serious writing.

"One ambition is to do my own album which will have a lot of variety. I write songy stuff, as well as some from the Brand X area. I'm also hip to what Eno does — those kind of soundtracks which I've always been interested in — two or three minutes of just mood.

"The album, when it comes out, will have a lot of different styles on it. That's what I want to try and do next year, if possible. I'm looking forward to doing it."

ATTENTION DRUMMERS & DRUM TEACHERS
Sonny Igoe's "GET YOUR FILLS TOGETHER"

Is used and recommended by Ed Shaughnessy, Louis Bellson, Dan D'Imperio, Peter Erskine, Butch Miles, Mel Lewis, Bob Rosengarden, Joe Gussatis, Roy Burns and George Gaber.

HOW ABOUT YOU?
Price $6.50 in USA (N.J. residents add 5% sales tax) Send check or money order to:
SONNY IGOE
PO BOX 202
EMERSON, NJ 07630
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WHERE IT'S AT

CHARLES DOWD
March 22: Evening Concert With University percussion ensemble, Clarion State College

BOBBY CHRISTIAN
March 23: Concert with stage band and percussion ensemble, Southwestern Oklahoma University, Weatherford, Oklahoma

DAVID FRIEDMAN
March 31: Clinic, University of Illinois at Urbana

HAROLD JONES
March 30: Clinic, Navy School of Music, Norfolk, VA

SHELLY ELIAS
April 20: Mallet clinic, Indianapolis, Ind.

MAX ROACH
March 18: Lighthouse, Los Angeles, CA.
April 7-5: European concert tour (Germany, France, Italy)

BUDDY RICH
March 15: New York University, N.Y.C., March 16: My Father's Place, Roseland, N.Y.
March 17: Mediterranean Lounge, Summers Point, N.J.
March 19: North Stage Dinner Theatre, Glen Cove, NY.
March 20: York High School, York, PA.
March 21: Beaver County College, Monaca, PA.
March 22: House of Pagano, PA.
March 23: Holiday Inn, New Brunswick, N.J.
March 25: Holiday Inn, Harrisburg, PA.
March 26: Country Dinner Theatre, Reynoldsburg, OH.

CHARLIE PERSIP
March 27: Concert with "Pius," Alfred University, Alfred, N.Y.
March 31-April 7: Guadalupe, Leeward Islands

STEVE FERRONE (A.W.B.)
March 11: Hamburg, Germany
March 13: Le Palais, Paris
March 18: Marseille, France

GOLIATH DRUM STICKS

A Giant
32 Inches Long!

- Excellent novelty item to be used as a gag on a gig.
- A gift for a friend, relative, student, etc.
- To decorate your studio.
- Perfect for advertising!

To order; send this coupon to Goliath Industries
Box 1836
North Brunswick, N.J. 08902

Personalized
GOLIATH DRUM STICKS
only $2.00 extra!

Please type or print name desired.

Enclosed is my check or money order at $14.50 a pair, plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

name
address

city state
zip code

N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.
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**DRUMS**

"DRUMMERS-PERCUSIONISTS-TEACHERS-INSTITUTIONS"

Are you getting:

**SELECTION.** every advertised percussion product.

**QUALITY.** products guaranteed perfect through our pre-delivery inspection.

**SERVICE.** from the country's largest reconditioning shop and parts inventory.

**DISCOUNTS.** graduated volume discount schedule.

You are if you are dealing with

**DRUMS**

107 Noble Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa., 15205  
(412) 922-1086

Write or call for mail order catalogue.

---

**ZANKI The Status Cymbal.**

Too many people judge products by name alone. Especially cymbals.

Zanki believes there are only two criteria for evaluating cymbals, Quality and Sound.

To ensure durability, each Zanki cymbal is carefully handicrafted by "cymbalsmiths" in Pistoria, Italy.

For its more powerful, "brilliant" sound, Zanki begins with the same bronze alloy favored by cymbal makers around the world. This alloy is then warmed and subjected to intense mechanical pressure so that its grain can be made more compact and its microcavities can be more tightly closed. (This patented process is called "Rotocasting").

The result? The cymbal sound that will make people remember your name, not ours.

ZANKI

UNICORD, A DIVISION OF GULF & WESTERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 89 FROST ST., WESTBURY, NEW YORK 11590

---
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LUDWIG ANNOUNCES THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUM

A faculty of leading percussion artists and educators will conduct a full week of instruction at each of the Eastern and Western Divisional International Percussion Symposia. Two locations and dates have been selected to accommodate all percussionists and educators.

The Western Division will be held at North Texas State University in Denton, Texas, July 8-14, 1979. The Eastern Division will be held at Mansfield State College in Mansfield, Pennsylvania, July 29 through August 4, 1979.

Specialist tracks of instruction will be offered in Rock, Jazz, and Commercial Outfit Drumming, Marimba and Vibe Mallet Percussion, Corps Style Marching Percussion, Total Percussion and a General Percussion — Pedagogy Track for music educators and non-percussionists.

Beginning and advanced levels of instruction will be available in specialists tracks with transferable credit to other institutions. For complete details and application, write to: Karl Dustman, Educational Director, Ludwig Industries, 1728 N. Damen Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60647.

Percussion World Workshop

The University of Arizona College of Fine Arts will sponsor a two-week, limited-enrollment, high-intensity percussion workshop for high school and early college age students from July 8-21, 1979. The Percussion World Workshop is designed for the percussionist who wishes to devote six to ten hours daily, six days per week, to the study of all aspects of percussion. Through semi-private and group instruction, participants in the workshop will develop increased technical proficiency and greater musical understanding of all instruments in the percussion family. A major portion of each day will be devoted to percussion ensemble rehearsals and performances by the staff and students. Other activities will include reading and interpreting all styles of music, recorded sessions, mallet, stick and instrument designing, construction and maintenance, plus a full schedule of recreational activities.

The Percussion World Workshop will be taught by School of Music faculty member and percussion instructor, Gary Cook. The workshop is part of ARTS/79 consisting of ten workshops in art, dance, debate, drama, music and photography sponsored by the College of Fine Arts of the University of Arizona.

Due to a limited enrollment of 30, early application is encouraged. For detailed information contact: Professor Gary Cook, Percussion World Workshop Director ARTS/79, College of Fine Arts, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, or CALL: (602) 626-1301.

EVANS CONTRIBUTES TO SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Evans Drum Heads, Incorporated of Dodge City, Kansas, has donated money to a scholarship fund for Saint Mary of the Plains College. The school (also located in Dodge City) is a private, 4-year, liberal arts college. The scholarship will be awarded each semester to a music student.

Pictured below are (1-r) Dr. Michael J. McCarthy, president of Saint Mary of the Plains College, Sue Vogel and President Robert C. Beals of Evans Drum Heads during presentation ceremony.

LOUIE BELLSON AND FRIENDS

Modern Drummer Magazine was recently represented at the Louie Bellson Drum Clinic held at the Holiday Inn Jetport in Elizabeth, New Jersey. The daylong event was a combination drum clinic and mini trade show sponsored by the Russ Moy Drum Studio of Hillside, New Jersey. Lou Bellson, one of the greatest drumming artists in the world today, is also an active MD Advisory Board member.

Pictured at the MD display from left to right, Louie Bellson, MD’s Editor-in-Chief Ron Spagnardi, Features Editor Karen Larcombe, comedian (former drummer) Charlie Callas, and MD Associate Editor Cheech Iero.
TAMA INTRODUCES THE Snyper Percussion Synthesizer

Tama Drums has just introduced its Snyper Percussion Synthesizer (Model DS 200). This device was designed to take advantage of the sounds already available to the drummer and to provide many new percussive effects.

The Snyper is a two channel synthesizer with completely separate and identical controls for each channel. It includes two pickups, two mounting clamps, two cables, and an optional remote footswitch.

No "pseudo-drums" are used with the Tama Snyper. The owner's set is utilized to key the effects. The pickups can be placed on either the top or bottom heads of any chosen drum (snares, toms, or even bass drums) using either double-faced adhesive provided or the rim mounting clamps. Both pickups can be affixed on one drum for a unique dual synthesis effect.

The Touch Sensitivity control affords the opportunity to use the Snyper for accents and dynamics. The harder the drum is struck, the louder the synthesized sound becomes and the pitch of the sweep range increases.

Some of the effects achieved through the Snyper include Swoops, Chirps, Bell and Chime effects, Aerial Bombs, and Godzilla Footsteps.

The Tama Snyper Percussion Synthesizer is available exclusively from Elger Company, P.O. Box 469, Cornwells Heights, PA 19020 in the east and Chesbro Music Company, P.O. Box 2009, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 in the west.

ROGERS AND GARIBALDI

Dave Garibaldi, drummer with Tower of Power, shares his secrets for performing in a new Rogers Drum advertising series. According to Garibaldi, "the most important thing is to be confident and have a positive mental attitude. That way, it is much easier to overcome the distractions that are almost sure to happen while playing under less-than-perfect conditions."

Besides Tower of Power, Garibaldi has also performed with Boz Scaggs, The Carpenters, Natalie Cole and Jermaine Jackson.

LOWER PRICED ROTOTOMS

Remo, Inc. has produced a new, lower-priced line of RotoToms finished in a black epoxy coating.

Except for their finish, the new instruments are identical in construction and performance to Remo chrome-plated RotoToms. The counter hoop is chrome finished, but the upper and lower web castings are black coated.

Designed to appeal to an even wider market for these rapid tuning percussion instruments, the new RotoToms are available in seven sizes ranging from 6" to 18" in diameter. The drums can be tuned over a range of one octave and are available in a choice of drum heads for use as definite pitched drums or tunable tom-toms.

Further information may be obtained from Remo, Inc., 12804 Raymer Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605.

LATIN PERCUSSION'S DRUM SOLOS, VOLUMES 2 & 3

Latin Percussion's record division has just released Drum Solos, Volumes 2 & 3. These records feature more advanced drum solos than Volume 1.

A spokesman for Latin Percussion Inc. commented, "In an industry generally unresponsive to recorded product, Latin Percussion is encouraged by the growing acceptance of its rapidly growing catalog of recorded material as a legitimate money-making product."

"It has been suggested that Latin Percussion Venture record's success is in a large measure due to the general lack of availability in this type of recorded music; material badly needed by the growing legion of Latin percussionists the world over."

A NEW FINISHING TOUCH FROM SLINGERLAND

Slingerland is now offering a new drum covering — Silver Silk. The durable covering is a glossy silver finish with a subtle silky texture. Stage lights really highlight it. For information on the availability of Slingerland's new Silver Silk finish, write Slingerland, 6633 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles, 111. 60648.
DRUM WORKSHOP INTRODUCES "D. W. DRUMS"

After almost two years of manufacturing drum accessories, the Drum Workshop is introducing a complete set marketed under the trade name D. W. Drums, sold throughout the United States, by authorized Dealers.

"Since we purchased the Hardware division of Camco Drum Company we have made many improvements and introduced several new products which will be offered with our sets," says Paul Real, vice president of sales. "The drum shells are manufactured completely in our plant featuring solid gloss as well as hand rubbed wood finishes using a natural wood veneer rather than stains to produce the desired finish."

According to Don Lombardi, President of Drum Workshop Inc., "We have been working on this project for over 5 years, consulting not only top professionals but also working club drummers, teachers and music retailers to produce a set that will fill the needs of all."

For information write or call Don Lombardi or Paul Real at: Drum Workshop, 16816 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 91248. (213) 515-7826.

SLINGERLAND/LOUIE BELLSON DRUM CONTEST

Young drummers across the country have a chance to make the big time, and even appear on a Las Vegas stage with Louie Bellson. Those are the spoils that belong to the victors of the Slingerland/Louie Bellson National Drum Contest.

The contest, which begins its local competitions in the summer of 1979, is open to all drummers, male and female, who are 19 years or younger prior to September 1, 1979. Judging will be in three categories: sight reading, accompaniment to recorded selections by Louie's band (less drums) and a solo performance.

For more contest details, write Slingerland, 6633 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Niles, Illinois 60648.

PAISTE'S LATEST CREATIONS

The Paiste Sound Creation ride cymbals, from the company's new collection, feature a variety of cymbal sounds. Their Dark Ride cymbal has a low, warm sound and is available in sizes 18", 20", and 22". The Bright Ride available in 18" and 20" is noted for its brilliant, sparkling sound, while the 20" and 22" Bell Ride provides a full, penetrating bell sound. Paiste cymbals are distributed by Rogers Drums.

BASS DRUM STAND FOR SYNARE 3

A new stand for the Synare 3 electronic drum has been introduced by Star Instruments, Inc. to adapt Synare 3 for use as a foot pedal operated bass drum.

Custom designed for easy set-up and packing, the Model BD-2 bass drum stand further extends the utility of the Synare 3 electronic drum. Any Synare 3 may be converted for use as a bass drum with the addition of the new stand. Properly tuned, it is virtually identical in sound to a standard bass drum, but considerably more portable.

The Synare 3 carries a suggested retail price of $225.00, and the new bass drum stand is available at a suggested price of $40.00.

For further information, write: Bass Drum Stand, Star Instruments, Inc., P. O. Box 71, Stafford Springs, CT 06076.
Why do thousands of progressive drummers from every corner of the globe read MODERN DRUMMER? Obvious reasons.


Leading authorities offer you tips and guidance on wide ranging topics such as tuning . . . practice . . . miking . . . repair . . . choosing equipment and customizing. Our team of reporters take you on tour of the nation's leading drum shops . . . manufacturing plants . . . trade shows and clinics.

We like to think of ourselves as an educational experience too. A complete column roster covers the areas of Rock drumming, Jazz, Big Band, Latin American, Rudimental, Show, Studio, and Teaching . . . plus solo transcriptions, book reviews, and live action reporting. And you can certainly count on MD to keep you well abreast of the latest advances and developments in percussion materials, products and equipment.

Whatever your age, playing level, or aspirations in the exciting world of modern drumming, we've got something especially for YOU! If you're serious about drumming, come meet with the world's most progressive drummers — with a subscription to MODERN DRUMMER MAGAZINE. One Year subscription only $9.95 for 6 better than ever jam-packed issues.
Billy Cobham...the state of the art in drumming. Tama...the state of the art in percussion products Billy and Tama together...the magical combination.

"Before I found Tama, most of my equipment was custom made. I was amazed to find that there was really a drum company who made products designed for the touring drummer. Tama Drums and hardware are twice as strong as anything the industry has to offer and the sound projects better than anything I've heard. You owe it to yourself as a player to consider Tama before you get your next set."

The Strongest New Name In Drums

Tama, P.O. Box 469, Cornwells Heights, PA 19020 ★ Tama, P.O. Box 2009, Idaho Falls, ID 83401

IN CANADA: EFKAY MUSICAL INST. LTD. 6355 PARK AVE., MONTREAL, P.Q. H2V 4H5
CARL PALMER ON GRETsch

EMERSON, LAKE AND PALMER'S LATEST RELEASE, "LOVE BEACH", ON ATLANTIC RECORDS